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Abstract
The spinorial version of the conformal vacuum Einstein field equations are used to con-
struct a system of quasilinear wave equations for the various conformal fields. As a part
of analysis we also show how to construct a subsidiary system of wave equations for the
zero quantities associated to the various conformal field equations. This subsidiary system
is used, in turn, to show that under suitable assumptions on the initial data a solution to
the wave equations for the conformal fields implies a solution to the actual conformal Ein-
stein field equations. The use of spinors allows for a more unified deduction of the required
wave equations and the analysis of the subsidiary equations than similar approaches based
on the metric conformal field equations. As an application of our construction we study the
non-linear stability of the Milne Universe. It is shown that sufficiently small perturbations of
initial hyperboloidal data for the Milne Universe gives rise to a solution to the Einstein field
equations which exist towards the future and has an asymptotic structure similar to that of
the Milne Universe.
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1 Introduction
The conformal Einstein field equations (CEFE) constitute a powerful tool for the global analysis
of spacetimes —see e.g. [6, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11]. The CEFE provide a system of field equations for
geometric objects defined on a Lorentzian manifold (M, g) (the so-called unphysical spacetime)
which is conformally related to a to a spacetime (M˜, g˜) (the so-called physical spacetime) satis-
fying the (vacuum) Einstein field equations. The metrics g and g˜ are related to each other via
a rescaling of the form g = Ξ2g˜ where Ξ is the so-called conformal factor. The CEFE have the
property of being regular at the points where Ξ = 0 (the so-called conformal boundary) and a
solution thereof implies, wherever Ξ 6= 0, a solution to the Einstein field equations. The great
advantage of the conformal point of view provided by the CEFE is that it allows to recast global
problems in the physical spacetime (M˜, g˜) as local problems in the unphysical one (M, g). The
CEFE have been extended to include matter sources consisting of suitable trace-free matter —see
e.g. [11, 16, 17]. The CEFE can be expressed in terms of a Weyl connection (i.e. a connection
which is not metric but nevertheless preserves the conformal structure) to obtain a more general
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system of field equations —the so-called extended conformal Einstein field equations, see [12]. In
what follows, the conformal field equations expressed in terms of the Levi-Civita connection of
the metric g will be known as the standard CEFE. The analysis of the present article is restricted
to this version of the CEFE. The standard CEFE can be read as differential conditions on the
conformal factor and some concomitants thereof: the Schouten tensor, the rescaled Weyl ten-
sor and the components of the unphysical metric g —this version of the equations is known as
the metric CEFE. Alternatively, by supplementing the field equations with the Cartan structure
equations, one can replace the metric components by the coefficients of a frame and the asso-
ciated connection coefficients as unknowns. This frame version of the equations allows a direct
translation of the CEFE into a spinorial formalism —the so-called spinorial CEFE.
In view of the tensorial nature of the CEFE, in order to make assertions about the existence
and properties of their solutions, it is necessary to derive from them a suitable evolution system
to which the theory of hyperbolic partial differential equations can be applied. This procedure is
known as a hyperbolic reduction. Part of the hyperbolic reduction procedure consists of a specifi-
cation of the gauge inherent to the equations. A systematic way of proceeding to the specification
of the gauge is through so-called gauge source functions. These functions are associated to deriva-
tives of the field unknowns which are not determined by the field equations. This idea can be
used to extract a first order symmetric hyperbolic system of equations for the field unknowns for
the metric, frame and spinorial versions of the standard CEFE. More recently, it has been shown
that gauge source functions can be used to obtain, out of the metric conformal field equations, a
system of quasilinear wave equations —see [18]. This particular construction requires the specifi-
cation of a coordinate gauge source function and a conformal gauge source function and is close,
in spirit, to the classical treatment of the Cauchy problem in General Relativity in [4] —see also
[3].
In the present article we show how to deduce a system of quasilinear wave equations for the
unknowns of the spinorial CEFE and analyse its relation to the original set of field equations.
The use of the spinorial CEFE (or, in fact, the frame CEFE) gives access to a wider set of gauge
source functions consisting of coordinate, frame and conformal gauge source functions. Another
advantage of the spinorial version of the CEFE is that they have a much simpler algebraic
structure than the metric equations. In fact, one of the features of the spinorial formalism
simplifying our analysis is the use of the symmetric operator AB ≡ ∇Q(A∇B)Q instead of the
usual commutator of covariant derivatives [∇a,∇b]. As shown in this article, the use of spinors
allows a more unified and systematic discussion of the construction of the wave equations and the
so-called subsidiary system —needed to show that under suitable conditions a solution to the wave
equations implies a solution to the CEFE. As already mentioned, in the spinorial formulation of
the CEFE the metric is not part of the unknowns. This observation is important since, whenever
the wave operator  ≡ ∇a∇a is applied to any tensor of rank one or more, there will appear
derivatives of the connection which, in terms of the metric, represent second order derivatives.
Thus, if the metric is part of the unknowns, the principal part of the operator  is altered by the
presence of these derivatives. This is an extra complication that needs to be taken into account
in the analysis of [18].
The construction of wave equations to the fields of the CEFE gives access to a set of methods
of the theory of partial differential equations alternative to that used for first order symmetric
hyperbolic systems —see e.g. [22] for a discussion on this. For example, the analysis in [18] is
motivated by the analysis of the characteristic problem on a cone for which a detailed theory is
available for quasilinear wave equations.
As an application of the hyperbolic reduction procedure put forward in the present article,
we provide an analysis of the non-linear stability of the Milne Universe. The Milne Universe
is a spatially flat Friedman-Lemaˆıtre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) solution to the Einstein field
equations with vanishing cosmological constant —see e.g. [13]. The Milne Universe can be seen
to be a part of the Minkowski spacetime written in comoving coordinates adapted to the world line
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of a particle. Accordingly, analysing the non-linear stability of the Milne Universe is essentially
equivalent to obtaining a proof of the the semiglobal stability of the Minkowski spacetime —see
[9]. The stability of the Milne Universe has been analysed by different methods in [2] —see also
[1]. In our case the stability result follows from the theory of quasilinear wave equations, in
particular the property of Cauchy stability, as given in [15]. In broad terms, our stability result
for the Milne Universe can be phrased as:
Theorem. Initial data for the conformal wave equations close enough to the data for the Milne
Universe give rise to a solution to the Einstein field equations which exist globally to the future
and has the an asymptotic structure similar to that of the Milne Universe.
Outline of the article
This article is organised as follows: in Section 2 we briefly present the spinorial version of the
conformal Einstein field equations which will be the starting point of the analysis. In Section
3, we give the derivation of the wave equations. For the sake of clarity, we first present a
general procedure and then discuss the peculiarities of each equation. In Section 4, we derive the
subsidiary system and analyse the propagation of the contraints. In Section 5, we give a semiglobal
existence and stability result for the Milne spacetime as an application of the equations derived in
Section 3. In Section 6 some concluding remarks are presented. In order to ease the presentation
of the article, we have moved part of the calculations to a series of appendices. In Appendix A we
recall some general spinor relations and deduce the general form for the spinorial Ricci identities
for a connection which is metric but not necessarily torsion free. In Appendix B a brief discussion
of the relation between the transition spinor and the torsion is provided. In Appendix C detailed
computations for the subsidiary system are presented. In Appendix D we recall the the frame
version of the CEFE. In Appendix E an adapted version of a existence and Cauchy stability result
for wave equations is given.
Notations and conventions
The signature convention for (Lorentzian) spacetime metrics will be (+,−,−,−). In what follows
{a,b ,c , ...} will be used as tensor indices and {a,b ,c , ...} will be used as spacetime frame indices
taking the values 0, ..., 3. In this manner, given a basis {ea} a tensor will be denoted with Tab
while its components in the given basis will be denoted by Tab ≡ Tabeaaebb . Most of the analysis
will require the use of spinor and {A,B ,C , ...} will denote frame spinorial indices with respect to
some specified spin dyad {δAA}. We will follow the conventions and notation of Penrose & Rindler
[21]. In addition, D+(A), H(A), J+(A) and I+(A) will denote the future domain of dependence,
the Cauchy horizon, Causal and Chronological future of A, respectively —see [14, 25].
2 The conformal Einstein field equations in spinorial form
In [19] Penrose introduced a geometric technique to study the far fields of isolated gravitational
systems in which, given a spacetime (M˜, g˜ab) satisfying the Einstein field equations (the physical
spacetime), we consider another spacetime (M, gab) (the unphysical spacetime) such that
gab = Ξ
2g˜ab (1)
where Ξ is a scalar field (the conformal factor). If we try to derive an equation for the unphysical
metric gab using the Einstein field equations
R˜ab = λg˜ab
making the straightforward computation using the conformal transformation rules for the cur-
vature tensors implied by (1) we will obtain an expression which is singular at the conformal
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boundary, i.e. the points for which Ξ = 0. An approach to deal with this problem was given
in [6] where a regular set of equations for the unphysical metric was derived. These equations
are known as the conformal Einstein field equations (CEFE). In order to recall the (vacuum)
spinorial version of these equations let us introduce a frame {eAA′} and an associated spinorial
dyad {AA}. Let ΓAA′CC′DD′ denote the spinorial counterpart of the connection coefficients of
the Levi-Civita connection ∇ respect to the metric g. This spinor can be decomposed as
ΓAA′
CC′
BB′ ≡ ΓAA′CBδB′C′ + Γ¯AA′C′B′δBC
where
ΓAA′
C
B ≡ 12ΓAA′CQ
′
BQ′ , (2)
are the reduced spin connection coefficients. Let φABCD ≡ Ξ−1ΨABCD represent the so-called
rescaled Weyl spinor —ΨABCD is the Weyl spinor and Ξ is the conformal factor. In the following
LAA′BB′ will denote the spinorial counterpart of the Schouten tensor of the metric g. Likewise,
s will denote a concomitant of the conformal factor defined by s ≡ 14Ξ − ΛΞ with Λ ≡ −24R,
where R is the Ricci scalar of the metric g. In addition, RCDAA′BB′ and ρ
C
DAA′BB′ will
represent shorthands for the geometric curvature and the algebraic curvature, given explicitly as
RCDAA′BB′ ≡ eAA′
(
ΓBB′
C
D
)− eBB′ (ΓAA′CD)
−ΓFB′CDΓAA′FB − ΓBF ′CDΓ¯AA′F ′B′ + ΓFA′CDΓBB′FA
+ΓAF ′
C
DΓ¯BB′
F ′
A′ + ΓAA′
C
EΓBB′
E
D − ΓBB′CEΓAA′ED, (3a)
ρABCC′DD′ ≡ ΨABCDC′D′ + LBC′DD′CA − LBD′CC′DA. (3b)
Now, let us define the following spinors which will be collectively called zero-quantities:
ΣAA′
QQ′
BB′eQQ′ ≡ [eBB′ , eAA′ ]− ΓBB′QAeQA′ − Γ¯BB′Q′A′eAQ′
+ ΓAA′
Q
BeQB′ + Γ¯AA′
Q′
B′eBQ′ , (4a)
∆CDBB′ ≡ ∇(CQ
′
LD)Q′BB′ + φCDBQ∇QB′Ξ, (4b)
ΛBB′CD ≡ ∇QB′φABCQ, (4c)
ZAA′BB′ ≡ ∇AA′∇BB′Ξ + ΞLAA′BB′ − sABA′B′ , (4d)
ΞCDAA′BB′ ≡ RCDAA′BB′ − ρCDAA′BB′ , (4e)
ZAA′ ≡ ∇AA′s+ LAA′CC′∇CC′Ξ. (4f)
In terms of these definitions, the spinorial version of the CEFE can be succinctly expressed as
ΣAA′
QQ′
BB′eQQ′ = 0, ∆CDBB′ = 0, ΛBB′CD = 0, (5a)
ZAA′BB′ = 0, Ξ
C
DAA′BB′ = 0, ZAA′ = 0. (5b)
Remark. Observe that all the equations are first order except for the fourth equation, which
can be written as a first order equation by defining ΣAA′ ≡ ∇AA′Ξ. Also, notice that the
trace Z = ZAA′
AA′ renders the definition of the field s. More details about the CEFE and its
derivation can be found in [8, 11].
3 The spinorial wave equations
In this section a set of wave equations is derived from the spinorial version of the CEFE. Since the
approach for obtaining the equations is similar for most of the zero-quantities, we first provide
a general discussion of the procedure. In the subsequent parts of this section we address the
peculiarities of each equation. The results of this section are summarised in Proposition 1.
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3.1 General procedure for obtaining the wave equations
Before deriving each of the wave equations let us illustrate the general procedure with a model
equation. To this end consider an equation of the form
∇EA′NEAK = 0, (6)
where NEAK ≡ ∇(EB′MA)B′K and K is an arbitrary string of spinor indices. We can exploit the
symmetries using the following decomposition of a spinor of the same index structure
TEAK = T(EA)K + 12EATQ
QK,
and recast NEAK as
NEAK = ∇EB′MAB′K + 1
2
EA∇QB′MQB′K.
Observe that the model equation (6) determines the symmetrised derivative ∇(EB′MA)B′K, while
the divergence ∇QB′MQB′K can be freely specified. Thus, let FK(x) ≡ ∇QB′MQB′K be a smooth
but otherwise arbitrary spinor. This spinor, encoding the freely specifiable part of NEAK, is the
gauge source function for our model equation. Taking this discussion into account, the model
equation can be reexpressed as
∇EA′NEA = ∇EA′∇EB′MAB′K + 1
2
∇AA′FK(x)
= ∇E(A′∇B′)EMAB
′
K + 12A′B′∇EQ′∇EQ
′
MA
B′K +
1
2
∇AA′FK(x) = 0 (7)
where in the second row we have used, again, the decomposition of a 2-valence spinor in its
symmetric and trace parts. Finally, recalling the definition of the operators
 ≡ ∇AA′∇AA′ , AB = ∇Q′(A∇B)Q
′
,
we rewrite equation (7) as
MAA′K − 2A′B′MAB′K −∇AA′FK(x) = 0. (8)
The spinorial Ricci identities allow us to rewrite A′B
′
MAB′K in terms of the curvature spinors
—namely, the Weyl spinor ΨABCD = ΞφABCD, the Ricci spinor ΦABA′B′ , and the Ricci scalar
Λ = −24R— and MAB′K.
In the rest of the section we will derive the particular wave equations implied by each of the
zero-quantities following an analogous procedure as the one used for the model equation.
3.2 Wave equation for the frame (no-torsion condition)
The zero-quantity ΣAA′
QQ′
BB′ encodes the no-torsion condition. The equation (4a) can be
conveniently rewritten introducing an arbitrary frame {ca}, which allow us to write eAA′ =
eAA′
aca . Taking this into account we rewrite the zero-quantity for the no-torsion condition as
ΣAA′
QQ′
BB′eQQ′
c = ∇BB′(eAA′c)−∇AA′(eBB′c)− CacbeAA′aeBB′b, (9)
where Ca
c
b are the commutation coefficients of the frame, defined by the relation [ca, cb] =
Ca
c
bcc. For conciseness, we have introduced the notation ∇AA′eBB′c which is to be interpreted
as a shorthand for the longer expression
∇AA′eBB′c ≡ eAA′c − ΓAA′QBeQB′c − Γ¯AA′Q′B′eBQ′c.
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Using the irreducible decomposition of a spinor representing an antisymmetric tensor we obtain
that
ΣAA′
QQ′
BB′eQQ′
c = ABΣ¯A′B′
c + A′B′ΣAB
c (10)
where
ΣAB
c ≡ 1
2
Σ(A|D′|QQ
′
B)
D′eQQ′
c
is a reduced zero-quantity which can be written in terms of the frame coefficients using equation
(9) as
ΣAB
c = ∇(AD
′
eB)D′
c + 12e(A
D′aeB)D′
bCa
c
b.
Using the decomposition of a valence-2 spinor in the first term of the right-hand side we get
ΣAB
c = ∇AD′eBD′c + 12AB∇PD
′
ePD′
c + 12e(A
D′aeB)D′
bCa
c
b.
Introducing the coordinate gauge source function F c(x) = ∇PD′ePD′c, a wave equation can then
be deduced from the condition
∇AE′ΣABc = 0.
Observe that this equation is satisfied if ΣAB
c = 0 —that is, if the corresponding CEFE is
satisfied. Adapting the general procedure described in Section 3.1 as required, we get
eBE′c − 2E′D′eBD′c −∇BE′F c(x)−∇AE′
Ä
e(A
D′aeB)D′
bCa
c
b
ä
= 0.
Finally, using the spinorial Ricci identities and rearranging the last term we get the following
wave equation
eBE′c − 2eQD′cΦ¯QBE′D′ + 6Λ eBE′c − e(AD
′aeB)D′
b∇AE′Cacb
− 2Cacbe(AD
′a∇A|E′|eB)D′b −∇BE′F c(x) = 0. (11)
3.3 Wave equation for the connection coefficients
The spinorial counterpart of the Riemann tensor can be decomposed as
RAA′BB′CC′DD′ = RABCC′DD′B′A′ + R¯A′B′CC′DD′BA.
where the reduced curvature spinor RABCC′DD′ is expressed in terms of the spin connection
coefficients as
RABCC′DD′ + ΣCC′
QQ′
DD′ΓQQ′AB = ∇CC′ΓDD′AB −∇DD′ΓCC′AB
+ ΓCC′
Q
BΓDD′QA − ΓDD′QBΓCC′QA. (12)
In the last equation, ∇DD′ΓCC′AB has been introduced for convenience as a shorthand for the
longer expression
∇DD′ΓCC′AB ≡ eDD′ΓCC′AB − ΓDD′QCΓQC′AB − Γ¯DD′QCΓQC′AB − ΓDD′QBΓCC′AQ.
Now, observe that the zero quantity ΞABCC′DD′ defined in equation (4e) has the symmetry
ΞABCC′DD′ = Ξ(AB)CC′DD′ = −Ξ(AB)DD′CC′ . Exploiting this fact, the reduced spinors
associated to the geometric and algebraic curvatures RABCC′DD′ and ρABCC′DD′ can be split,
respectively, as
RABCC′DD′ = C′D′RABCD+CDRABC′D′ , ρABCC′DD′ = C′D′ρABCD+CDρABC′D′ ,
where
RABCD =
1
2RAB(C|E′|D)
E′ , RABC′D′ =
1
2RABE(C′
E
D′),
6
are the reduced geometric curvature spinors. Analogous definitions are introduced for the algebraic
curvature1. The adjetive geometric is used here to emphasise the fact that RABCD and RABC′D′
are expressed in terms of the reduced connection coefficients while ρABCD and ρABC′D′ , the
reduced algebraic curvature spinors, are written in terms of the Weyl spinor ΨABCD and the
spinorial counterpart of the Schouten tensor LAA′BB′ . Together, these two reduced geometric
and algebraic curvature spinors give the reduced zero quantities
ΞABCD = RABCD − ρABCD, ΞABC′D′ = RABC′D′ − ρABC′D′ .
Remark. Observe that although RABCD and RABC′D′ are independent, their derivatives are
related through the second Bianchi identity, which implies that
∇CD′RABCD = ∇C′DRABC′D′ .
This observation is also true for the algebraic curvature as a consequence of the conformal field
equations ∆CDBB′ = 0 and ΛBB′CD = 0 since they encode the second Bianchi identity written as
differential conditions on the spinorial counterpart of the Schouten tensor and the Weyl spinor. To
verify the last statement, recall that the equation for the Schouten tensor encoded in ∆CDBB′ = 0
comes from the frame equation
∇aCabcd = ∇cLdb −∇dLcb, (13)
which can be regarded as the second Bianchi identity written in terms of the Schouten and Weyl
tensors. This is can be easily checked, since the last equation is obtained from the substitution
of the expression for the Riemann tensor in terms of the Weyl and Schouten tensors (i.e. the
algebraic curvature) in the second Bianchi identity. This means that, as long as the conformal
field equations ∆CDBB′ = 0 and ΛBB′CD = 0 are satisfied we can write
∇CD′ρABCD = ∇C′DρABC′D′ .
Therefore, the reduced quantities ΞABCD and ΞACC′D′ are related via
∇CD′ΞABCD = ∇C′DΞABC′D′ .
Now, we compute explicitly the reduced geometric and algebraic curvature. Recalling the
definition of ρABCC′DD′ in terms of the Weyl spinor and the spinorial counterpart of the Schouten
tensor as given in equation (3b) it follows that
ρABCD = ΨABCD + LBE′(D
E′C)A
or, equivalently
ρABCD = ΞφABCD + 2Λ(DBCA + CBDA).
Similarly,
ρABC′D′ = ΦABC′D′ . (14)
Computing the reduced version of the geometric curvature from expression (12) we get
RABCD = − 12Σ(C|E′|QQ
′
D)
E′ΓQQ′AB +∇(C|E′|ΓD)E
′
AB + Γ(C|E′QB|ΓD)E
′
QA, (15a)
RABC′D′ = − 12ΣE(C′QQ
′E
D′)ΓQQ′AB +∇E(C′ΓD′)EAB + ΓE(C′Q|B|ΓED′)QA. (15b)
If the no-torsion condition (9) is satisfied, then the first term in each of the last expressions
vanishes. In this manner one obtains an expression for the reduced geometric curvature purely in
1Observe that in contrast with the split (10) used for the no-torsion condition, the reduced spinors RABCD
and RABC′D′ are not complex conjugate of each other.
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terms of the reduced connection coefficients and, in turn, a wave equation from either∇CD′ΞABCD
or ∇C′DΞABC′D′ . In what follows, for concreteness we will consider
∇C′DΞABC′D′ = 0.
Adapting the procedure described in Section 3.1 and taking into account equations (14) and
(15a) one obtains
ΓDD′AB − 2DEΓED′AB −∇D′DFAB(x) + 2∇C′DΓE(C′Q|B|ΓED′)QA = 2∇C
′
DΦABC′D′ .
(16)
The gauge source function that appears in the last expression is the frame gauge source function
defined by
FAB(x) = ∇PQ′ΓPQ′AB.
Using the spinorial Ricci identities to replace DEΓED′AB in equation(16) and exploiting the
symmetry ΓED′AB = Γ
E
D′(AB) we get
DEΓED′AB = −3ΛΓDD′AB + ΓEH′ABΦD′H′DE
+ 2ΞφDEH(AΓ
E |D′|HB) − 2Γ(A|D′D|B) − 2ΓED′E(B|D|A). (17)
Substituting the last expression into (16) we get the wave equation
ΓDD′AB − 2(ΓEH′ABΦD′H′DE − 3ΛΓDD′AB + 2ΞφDEH(AΓE |D′|HB)
− 2Γ(A|D′D|B) − 2ΓED′E(B|D|A)) + 2∇C
′
DΓE(C′
Q|B|ΓED′)QA
− 2∇C′DΦBAC′D′ −∇D′DFAB(x) = 0.
3.4 Wave equation for the Ricci spinor
The zero-quantity defined by equation (4b) is expressed in terms of the spinorial counterpart
of the Schouten tensor. The spinor LAA′BB′ can be decomposed in terms of the Ricci spinor
ΦAA′BB′ and Λ as
LAA′BB′ = ΦAA′BB′ − ΛABA′B′ (18)
—see Appendix A for more details. In the context of the CEFE the field Λ can be regarded as a
gauge source function. Thus, in what follows we regard the equation ∆CABB′ = 0 as differential
conditions on ΦAA′BB′ .
In order to derive a wave equation for the Ricci spinor we consider
∇CE′∆CDBB′ = 0.
Proceeding, again, as described in Section 3.1 and using that ∇CE′φCDBQ = 0 —that is, as-
suming that the equation encoded in the the zero-quantity ΛCDBQ is satisfied— we get
LDBE′B′ − 2E′Q′LDBQ′B′ −∇DE′∇EQ′LEQ′BB′ − 2φCDBQ∇CE′∇QB′Ξ = 0.
Using the decomposition (18) and symmetrising in CD we further obtain that
ΦDBE′B′ − 2E′Q′ΦDBQ′B′ −∇(D|E′∇EQ
′
LEQ′|B)B′ − 2φCDBQ∇CE′∇QB′Ξ = 0. (19)
To find a satisfactory wave equation for the Ricci tensor we need to rewrite the last three terms
of equation (19). To compute the third term observe that the second contracted Bianchi identity
as in equation (54) and the decomposition of the Schouten spinor given by equation (18) render
∇EQ′LEQ′BB′ = ∇EQ′ΦEQ′BB′ − EBQ′B′∇EQ′Λ = −4∇BB′Λ.
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Thus, one finds that
∇(D|E′∇EQ
′
LEQ′|B)B′ = −4∇E′(D∇B)B′Λ. (20)
This last expression is satisfactory since, as already mentioned, the Ricci scalar R (or equivalently
Λ) can be regarded as a gauge source function —the so-called conformal gauge source function [8].
In order to replace the last term of equation (19) we use field equation encoded in ZAA′BB′ = 0
and the decomposition (18), to obtain
φCDBQ∇CE′∇QB′Ξ = −ΞφCDBQLCE′QB′ = −ΞφCDBQΦCE′QB′ . (21)
Finally, computing E′Q′ΦDBQ
′
B′ and substituting equations (20) and (21) we conclude that
ΦDBE′B′ − 4ΦP (BQ
′
|B′|ΦD)PE′Q′ + 6ΛΦDBE′B′ − 2Ξφ¯E′Q′B′H′ΦDBQ
′H′
+ 4ΛΦDB
Q′
(E′Q′)B′ + 2φCDBQΦ
C
E′
Q
B′ + 4∇E′(D∇B)B′Λ = 0. (22)
3.5 Wave equation for the rescaled Weyl spinor
Proceeding as in the previous subsections, consider the equation
∇DB′ΛBB′AC = 0. (23)
Observe that in this case we do not need a gauge source function since we already have a unsym-
metrised derivative in the definition of ΛBB′AC . Following the procedure described in Section
3.1 we get
φABCD − 2DQφABCQ = 0.
Thus, to complete the discussion we need to calculate DQφABCQ. Using the spinorial Ricci
identities we obtain
DQφABCQ = ΞφFQADφBCFQ + ΞφFQDBφACFQ + ΞφFQCDφABFQ − 6ΛφABCD
The symmetries of φABCD simplify the equation since
(D|QφA|B)CQ = 3ΞφFQ(ABφCD)FQ − 6ΛφABCD.
Taking into account the last expression we obtain the following wave equation for the rescaled
Weyl spinor
φABCD − 6ΞφFQ(ABφCD)FQ + 12ΛφABCD = 0. (24)
Observe that the wave equation for the rescaled Weyl spinor is remarkably simple.
3.6 Wave equation for the field s
Since s is a scalar field, the general procedure described in Section 3.1 does not provide any
computational advantage. The required wave equation is derived from considering
∇AA′ZAA′ = 0
Explicitly, the last equation can be written as
s+∇AA′ΦACA′C′∇CCΞ + ΦACA′C′∇AA′∇CC′Ξ = 0.
Using the the contracted second Bianchi identity (54) to replace the second term and the field
equation ZABCD along with the decomposition (18) to replace the third term we get
s− ΞΦACA′C′ΦACA′C′ − 3∇CC′Λ∇CC′Ξ = 0.
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3.7 Wave equation for the conformal factor
A wave equation for the conformal factor follows directly from the contraction ZAA′
AA′ and the
decomposition (53):
Ξ = 4 (s+ ΛΞ) .
3.8 Summary of the analysis
We summarise the results of this section in the following proposition:
Proposition 1. Let
Fa(x), FAB(x), Λ(x)
denote smooth functions on M such that
∇QQ′eQQ′a = Fa(x), ∇QQ′ΓQQ′AB = FAB(x) ∇QQ′ΦPQP ′Q′ = −3∇PP ′Λ(x).
If the CEFE (5) are satisfied on U ⊂M, then one has that
eBE′c − 2eQD′cΦ¯QBE′D′ + 6Λ eBE′c − e(AD
′aeB)D′
b∇AE′Cacb
−2Cacbe(AD
′a∇A|E′|eB)D′b −∇BE′F c(x) = 0, (25a)
ΓDD′AB − 2(ΓEH′ABΦD′H′DE − 3ΛΓDD′AB + 2ΞφDEH(AΓE |D′|HB) − 2Γ(A|D′D|B)
−2ΓED′E(B|D|A)) + 2∇C
′
DΓE(C′
Q|B|ΓED′)QA − 2∇C
′
DΦBAC′D′ −∇D′DFAB(x) = 0,
(25b)
ΦDBE′B′ − 4ΦP (BQ
′
|B′|ΦD)PE′Q′ + 6ΛΦDBE′B′ − 2Ξφ¯E′Q′B′H′ΦDBQ
′H′
+ 4ΛΦDB
Q′
(E′Q′)B′ + 4∇E′(D∇B)B′Λ + 2φCDBQΦCE′QB′ = 0, (25c)
s− ΞΦACA′C′ΦACA′C′ − 3∇CC′Λ∇CC′Ξ = 0, (25d)
φABCD − 6ΞφFQ(ABφCD)FQ + 12ΛφABCD = 0, (25e)
Ξ− 4 (s+ ΛΞ) = 0, (25f)
on U .
Remark. The unphysical metric is not part of the unknowns of the system of equations of the
spinorial version of the CEFE. This observation is of relevance in the present context because
when the operator  is applied to a spinor NK of non-zero range one obtains first derivatives
of the connection —if the metric is part of the unknowns then these first derivatives of the
connection representing second derivatives of g would enter into the principal part of the operator
. Therefore, since in this setting the metric is not part of the unknowns, the principal part of
the operator  is given by ABA′B′eAA′eBB′ .
Remark. In the sequel let {e, Γ, Φ, φ} denote vector-valued unknowns encoding the independent
components of {eAA′c, ΓCC′AB, ΦAA′BB′ , φABCD} and let u ≡ (e, Γ, Φ, φ, s, Ξ). Addition-
ally, let ∂u denote collectively the derivatives of u. With this notation the wave equations of
Proposition 1 can be recast as a quasilinear wave equation for u having, in local coordinates, the
form
gµν(u)∂µ∂νu+ F (x;u, ∂u) = 0, (26)
where F is a vector-valued function of its arguments and gµν denotes the components, in local
coordinates, of contravariant version of a Lorentzian metric g. In accordance with our notation
gµν ≡ ηabeaµebν where, in local coordinates, one writes ea = eaµ∂µ.
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4 Propagation of the constraints and the derivation of the
subsidiary system
The starting point of the derivation of the wave equations discussed in the previous section
was the CEFE. Therefore, any solution to the CEFE is a solution to the wave equations. It is
now natural to ask: under which conditions a solution to the wave equations (25) will imply a
solution to the CEFE? The general strategy to answer this question is to use the spinorial wave
equations of Proposition 1 to construct a subsidiary system of homogeneous wave equations for
the zero-quantities and impose vanishing initial conditions. Then, using a standard existence
and uniqueness result, the unique solution satisfying the data will be given by the vanishing of
each zero-quantity. This means that under certain conditions (encoded in the initial data for the
subsidiary system) a solution to the spinorial wave equations will imply a solution to the original
CEFE. The procedure to construct the subsidiary equations for the zero quantities is similar to
the construction of the wave equations of Proposition 1. There is, however, a key difference: the
covariant derivative is, a priori, not assumed to be a Levi-Civita connection. Instead we assume
that the connection is metric but not necessarily torsion-free. We will denote this derivative byÁ∇. Therefore, whenever a commutator of covariant derivatives appears, or in spinorial terms the
operator ÁAB ≡ Á∇C′(AÁ∇B)C′ , it is necessary to use the Á∇-spinorial Ricci identities involving a
non-vanishing torsion spinor —this generalisation is given in the Appendix A and is required in
the discussion of the subsidiary equations where the torsion is, in itself, a variable for which a
subsidiary equation needs to be constructed.
As in the previous section, the procedure for obtaining the subsidiary system is similar for
each zero-quantity. Therefore, we first give a general outline of the procedure.
4.1 General procedure for obtaining the subsidiary system and the
propagation of the constraints
In the general procedure described in Section 3.1, the spinor NEAK played the role of a zero-
quantity, while the spinor MAB′K played the role of the variable for which the wave equation
(8) was to be derived. In the construction of the subsidiary system we are not interested in
finding an equation for MAB′K but in deriving an equation for NEAK under the hypothesis that
the wave equation for MAB′K is satisfied. As already discussed, since we cannot assume that
the connection is torsion-free the equation for NEAK has to be written in terms of the metric
connection Á∇.
Before deriving the subsidiary equation let us emphasise an important point. In Section 3.1
we defined NEAK ≡ ∇EB′MAB′K. Then, decomposing this quantity as usual we obtained
NEAK = ∇EB′MAB′K + 12EA∇QB
′
MQB′K.
At this point in the discussion of Section 3.1 we introduced a gauge source function∇PQ′MPQ′K =
FK. Now, instead of directly deriving an equation for NEAK we have derived an equation using
the modified quantity “NEAK ≡ ∇EB′MAB′K + 12EAFK.
Accordingly, the wave equations of Proposition 1 can be succinctly written as ∇EA′ “NEAK = 0.
Later on, we will have to show that, in fact, “NEAK = NEAK if the appropriate initial conditions
are satisfied. In addition, observe that ∇AC′ “NEAK can be written in terms of the connection Á∇
by means of a transition spinor QAA′BC —see Appendix B for the definition. Using equation
(65) of Appendix B we getÁ∇AC′ “NABK = ∇AC′ “NABK−QAC′AH “NHBK−QAC′BKH “NAHK−· · ·−QAC′KH “NAB···H (27)
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where K is the last index of the string K. For a connection which is metric, the transition spinor
can be written entirely in terms of the torsion as
QAA′BC ≡ −2ΣBAA′C − 2ΣA(C|A′|B) − 2Σ¯A′(C|Q′Q
′
A|B). (28)
If the wave equation ∇AC′ “NABK = 0 is satisfied, the first term of equation (27) vanishes.
Therefore, the wave equations of Proposition 1 can be written in terms of the connection Á∇ asÁ∇AC′ “NABK = −QAC′AH “NHBK −QAC′BH “NAHK − .....−QAC′KH “NAB...H . (29)
In what follows, the right hand side of the last equation will be denoted by WBC′K.
4.1.1 The subsidiary system
Now, we want to show that by setting the appropriated initial conditions, if the wave equation
∇AE′ “NABK = 0 holds then “NABK = 0. The strategy will be to obtain an homogeneous wave
equation for “NABK written in terms of the connection Á∇. First, observe that Á∇Q′P “NABK can
be decomposed as Á∇Q′P “NABK = Á∇Q′ (P “NA)BK + 12PAÁ∇Q′E “NEBK. (30)
Replacing the second term using (29) —i.e. using that the wave equation ∇AE′ “NABK = 0
holds— we get that Á∇Q′P “NABK = Á∇Q′ (P “NA)BK + 12PAWQ′BK
Applying Á∇PQ′ to the previous equation and expanding the symmetrised term in the right-hand
side one obtainsÁ∇PQ′Á∇Q′P “NAB = 12Á∇PQ′ ÄÁ∇Q′P “NAB + Á∇Q′A“NPBä+ 12Á∇AQ′WQ′BK,
= − 12Á“NAB − 12Á∇PQ′Á∇Q′A“NPB + 12Á∇AQ′WQ′BK,
= − 12Á“NAB − 12 ÄÁPA“NPB + 12PAÁ“NPBä+ 12Á∇AQ′WQ′BK.
From this expression, after some rearrangements we obtainÁ“NABK = 2ÁPA“NPBK − 2Á∇AQ′WQ′BK.
It only remains to reexpress the right-hand side of the above equation using the Á∇- spinorial Ricci
identities. This can be computed for each zero-quantity using the expressions given in Appendix
A. Observe that the result is always an homogeneous expression in the zero-quantities and its first
derivatives. The last term also shares this property since the transition spinor can be completely
written in terms of the torsion, as shown in equation (28), which is one of the zero-quantities.
Finally, once the homogeneous wave equation is obtained we set the initial conditions“NABK|S = 0 and (Á∇EE′ “NABK)|S = 0
on a initial hypersurface S, and using a standard result of existence and uniqueness for wave
equations we conclude that the unique solution satisfying this data is “NABK = 0.
Remark. The crucial step in the last derivation was the assumption that the equation∇AE′ “NABK =
0 is satisfied —i.e. the wave equation (8) for MABK.
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4.1.2 Initial data for the subsidiary system
Now, we take a closer look at the initial conditions“NABK|S = 0, (Á∇EE′ “NABK)|S = 0.
As will be shown in the sequel, these conditions will be used to construct initial data for the wave
equations of Proposition 1. The important observation is that only “NABK|S = 0 is essential,
while Á∇EE′ “NAB|S = 0 holds by virtue of the condition ∇AA′ “NABK = 0. In order to show this,
first observe that as the spatial derivatives of “NABK can be determined from “NABK|S = 0, it
follows that (Á∇EE′ “NABK)|S = 0 is equivalent to only specify the derivative along the normal to
S.
Let τAA
′
be an Hermitian spinor corresponding to a timelike vector such that τAA
′ |S is the
normal to S. The spinor τAA′ can be used to perform a space spinor split of the derivative Á∇AA′ :Á∇AA′ = 12τAA′P − τA′QDAQ
where
P ≡ τAA′Á∇AA′ and DAB ≡ τ(BA′Á∇A)A′
denote, respectively, the derivative along the direction given by τAA
′
and DAB is the Sen con-
nection relative to τAA
′ 2. We have chosen the normalisation τAA
′
τAA′ = 2, in accordance with
the conventions of [11]. Using this split and “NABK|S = 0 it follows thatÁ∇EE′ “NABK|S = 12 (τEE′P“NABK)|S .
Therefore, requiring Á∇EE′ “NAB|S = 0 is equivalent to having (P“NABK)|S = 0 as previously
stated. Now, observe that the wave equation ∇AA′ “NABK = 0 or, equivalently, Á∇AA′ “NABK =
WA
′
BK implies (Á∇AA′ “NABK)|S = WA′BK|S 3. Therefore, if we require that all the zero-
quantities vanish on the initial hypersurface S then (Á∇AA′ “NABK)|S = 0. Using, again, the
space spinor decomposition of Á∇AA′ and considering “NABK|S = 0 we get (τAA′P“NABK)|S = 0
which also implies that (P“NABK)|S = 0.
Summarising, the only the condition that is needed is that all the zero-quantities vanish on
the initial hypersurface S since the condition (Á∇EE′ “NABK)|S = 0 is always satisfied by virtue of
the wave equation ∇AA′ “NABK = 0.
4.1.3 Propagation of the constraints
We still need to show that “NAB = NAB. One can write
NABK − “NABK = 12ABQK,
where QK encodes the difference between “NABK and NABK. Computing the trace of the last
equation and taking into account the definition ofNABK one finds that “NAAK = QK. Now, invok-
ing the results derived in the last subsection it follows that if the wave equation ∇AE′ “NABK = 0
is satisfied and all the zero-quantities vanish on the initial hypersurface S then “NABK = 0. This
observation also implies that if “NAAK|S = 0 then “NAAK = 0. The later result, expressed in terms
of QK means that if QK|S = 0 then QK = 0. Therefore, requiring that all the zero-quantities
2Under certain conditions the Sen connection coincides with the Levi-Civita connection of the intrinsic 3-metric
of the hypersurfaces orthogonal to τAA
′
.
3 Recall that WA
′
BK|S is given entirely in terms of zero-quantities since the transition spinor can be written
in terms of the torsion.
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vanish on S and that the wave equation ∇AA′ “NABK = 0 holds everywhere, is enough to ensure
that “NABK = NABK
everywhere. Moreover, “NABK = 0 implies that NABK = 0 and the gauge conditions hold.
Namely, one has that
∇AB′MAB′K = FK(x).
4.2 Subsidiary system and propagation of the constraints
The essential ideas of the Section 4.1 can be applied to every single zero-quantity. One only needs
to take into account the particular index structure of each zero-quantity encoded in the string of
spinor indices K. The problem then reduces to the computation ofÁPA“NPBK, Á∇AQ′WQ′BK,
the result of which is to be substituted intoÁ“NABK = 2ÁPA“NPBK − 2Á∇AQ′WQ′BK. (31)
The latter can be succinctly computed using the equations (61a) in Appendix A. The explicit form
can be easily obtained and renders long expressions for each zero-quantity. The key observation
from these computations is that (31) leads to an homogeneous wave equation. The explicit form
is given in Appendix C. These results can be summarised in the following proposition:
Proposition 2. Assume that the wave equations
∇AE′Σ̂ABc = 0, ∇C′DΞ̂ABC′D′ = 0,
∇CE′“∆CDBB′ = 0, ∇EB′ΛBB′AC = 0,
∇AA′ZAA′ = 0, ZAA′AA′ = 0,
are satisfied everywhere. Then the zero-quantities satisfy the homogeneous wave equationsÁΣ̂ABc − 2ÁPAΣ̂PBc + 2Á∇AQ′W [Σ]Q′Bc = 0,ÁΞ̂ABC′D′ − 2ÁP ′C′Ξ̂ABP ′D′ + 2Á∇C′QW [Ξ]QABD′ = 0,Á“∆PDBB′ − 2ÁPC“∆PDBB′ + 2Á∇CQ′W [∆]Q′DBB′ = 0,ÁΛBB′AC − 2ÁP ′B′ΛBP ′AC + 2Á∇B′QW [Λ]QBAC = 0,Á∇AA′ZAA′ −W [Z]AA′AA′ = 0,
where
W [Σ]Q
′
B
c ≡ Á∇Q′EΣ̂EBc, W [Ξ]QABD′ ≡ Á∇QE′Ξ̂ABE′D′ , W [∆]Q′DBB′ ≡ Á∇Q′F“∆FDBB′ ,
W [Λ]QBAC ≡ Á∇E′QΛBE′AC , W [Z]AA′AA′ ≡ Á∇AA′ZAA′ .
We will refer to the set of equations given in the last proposition as the subsidiary system. It
should be noticed that the terms of the form ÁPA“NPBK and WQ′BK can be computed using theÁ∇-Ricci identities and the transition spinor QAA′BC respectively. Using the subsidiary equations
from the previous proposition one readily obtains the following Reduction Lemma:
Proposition 3. If the initial data for the subsidiary system of Proposition 2 is given by
Σ̂AB
c|S = 0, Ξ̂ABC′D′ |S = 0, “∆ABCC′ |S = 0, ΛBB′AC |S = 0, ZAA′ |S = 0,
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where S in an spacelike hypersurface, and the wave equations of Proposition 1 are satisfied every-
where, then one has a solution to the vacuum CEFE —in other words
ΣAB
c = 0, ΞABC′D′ = 0, ∆ABCC′ = 0, ΛBB′AC = 0, ZAA′ = 0,
in D(S). Moreover, whenever Ξ 6= 0, the solution to the CEFE implies a solution to the vacuum
Einstein field equations.
Proof. It can be verified, using the Á∇-Ricci identities given in the Appendix A, that the equations
of Proposition 2 are homogeneous wave equations for the zero-quantities. Notice, however, that
the equation for ZAA′ is not a wave equation but of first order and homogeneous. Therefore,
if we impose that the zero-quantities vanish on an initial spacelike hypersurface S then by the
homogeneity of the equations we have that
Σ̂AB
c = 0, Ξ̂ABC′D′ = 0, “∆ABCC′ = 0, ΛBB′AC = 0, ZAA′ = 0,
everywhere on D(S). Moreover, since initially Σ̂ABc = ΣABc, Ξ̂ABC′D′ = ΞABC′D′ and“∆ABCC′ = ∆ABCC′ , we have that ΣABc = 0, ΞABC′D′ = 0, ∆ABCC′ = 0 on D(S). In
addition, using that a solution to the CEFE implies a solution to the Einstein field equations
whenever Ξ 6= 0 [8], it follows that a solution to the wave equations of Proposition 1 with initial
data consistent with the initial conditions given in Proposition 3 will imply a solution to the
vacuum Einstein field equations whenever Ξ 6= 0.
Remark. It is noticed that the initial data for the subsidiary equations gives a way to specify the
data for the wave equations of Proposition 1. This observation is readily implemented through
a space spinor formalism which mimics the hyperbolic reduction process to extract a first order
hyperbolic system out of the CEFE —see e.g. [11]. In oder to illustrate this procedure let us
consider the data for the rescaled Weyl spinor encoded in ΛA′BCD|S = 0.
4.2.1 Initial data for the wave equations (rescaled Weyl spinor)
We need to provide the initial data
φABCD|S , PφABCD|S .
A convenient way to specify the initial data is to use the space spinor formalism to split the
equations encoded in ΛA′BCD = 0. From this split, a system of evolution and contraint equations
can be obtained. Recall that ΛA′BCD ≡ ∇QA′φABCQ. Making use of the the decomposition of
∇AB ≡ τBA′∇AA′ in terms of the operators P and DAB we get
ΛABCD = − 12PφABCD +DQAφBCDQ
Evolution and constraint equations are obtained, respectively, from considering
EABCD ≡ −2ΛABCD = PφABCD − 2DQ(AφBCD)Q = 0, (evolution equation)
CCD ≡ ΛQQCD = DPQφPQCD = 0 (constraint equation).
Restricting the last equations to the initial hypersurface S it follows that the initial data φPQCD|S
must satisfy CCD|S = 0 and the initial data for (PφPQCD)|S can be read form EABCD|S = 0.
The procedure for the other equations is analogous and can be succinctly obtained by revisiting
the derivation of the first order hyperbolic equations derived from the CEFE using the space spinor
formalism —see for instance [11].
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Figure 1: Penrose Diagram for the Milne Universe. The Milne Universe diagram correspond to
the non-spatial (shaded area) portion of the Penrose diagram of the Minkowski spacetime. The
boundary H+ ∪H− corresponds to the limit of the region where the coordinates (t, χ) are well
defined.
5 Analysis of the Milne Universe
As an application of the hyperbolic reduction procedure described in the previous sections we
analyse the stability of the Milne Universe, (
˜˚M, ˜˚g). This spacetime is a Friedman-Lemaˆıtre-
Robinson-Walker vacuum solution with vanishing Cosmological constant, energy density and
pressure. In fact, it represents flat space written in comoving coordinates of the world-lines
starting at t = 0 —see [13]. This means that the Milne Universe can be seen as a portion
of the Minkowski spacetime, which we know is conformally related to the Einstein Cosmos,
(ME ≡ R× S3, g˚) (sometimes also called the Einstein cylinder) —see Figure 1. The metric ˜˚g of
the Milne Universe is given in comoving coordinates (t, χ, θ, ϕ) by
˜˚g = dt⊗ dt− t2 (dχ⊗ dχ+ sin2 χ (dθ ⊗ dθ + sin2 θdϕ⊗ dϕ)) (32)
where
t ∈ (−∞,∞), χ ∈ [0,∞), θ ∈ [0, pi], φ ∈ [0, 2pi).
In fact, introducing the coordinates
r¯ ≡ t sinhχ, t¯ ≡ t coshχ
the metric reads
˜˚g = dt¯⊗ dt¯− dr¯ ⊗ dr¯ − r¯2 (dθ ⊗ dθ + sin2 θdϕ⊗ dϕ) .
Therefore t¯2− r¯2 > 0, and the Milne Universe corresponds to the non-spatial region of Minkowski
spacetime as shown in the Penrose diagram of Figure 1. As already discussed, this metric is
conformally related to the metric g˚ of the Einstein Cosmos. More precisely, one has that
g˚ = Ξ˚2 ˜˚g
where the metric of the Einstein cylinder, g˚, is given by
g˚ ≡ dT ⊗ dT − ~,
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with ~ denoting the standard metric of S3
~ ≡ dψ ⊗ dψ + sin2 ψdθ ⊗ dθ + sin2 ψ sin2 θdϕ⊗ dϕ.
The conformal factor relating the metric of the Milne Universe to metric of the Einstein Universe
is given by
Ξ˚ = cosT + cosψ,
and the coordinates (T, ψ) are related to (t¯, r¯) via
T = arctan(t¯+ r¯) + arctan(t¯− r¯), ψ = arctan(t¯+ r¯)− arctan(t¯− r¯).
Equivalently, in terms of the original coordinates t and χ we have
χ = arctan
Å
sinψ
sinT
ã
, t =
 
cosψ − cosT
cosψ + cosT
.
Therefore, the Milne Universe is conformal to the domain
˜˚M = {p ∈ME | 0 ≤ ψ < pi, ψ − pi < T < pi − ψ, |T | > ψ}.
5.1 The Milne Universe as a solution to the wave equations
Since the Milne Universe is a solution to the the Einstein field equations, it follows that the pair
(g˚, Ξ˚) implies a solution to the CEFE which, in turn, constitutes a solution to the wave equations
of Proposition 1. Following the discussion of Section 2, this solution consists of the frame fields
{eac,Γabc, Lab, dabcd,Σa,Ξ, s}
or, equivalently, the spinorial fields
{eAA′c,ΓAA′BC ,ΦAA′BB′ , φABCD,ΣAA′ ,Σ,Ξ, s}
where we have written Σa ≡ ∇aΞ and ∇AA′Ξ ≡ ΣAA′ as a shorthand for the derivative of the
conformal factor.
For later use, we notice that in the Einstein Cosmos (ME , g˚) we have
Weyl[˚g] = 0, R[˚g] = −6, Schouten[˚g] = 12 (dT ⊗ dT + ~) .
The spinorial version of the above tensors can be more easily expressed in terms of a frame. To
this end, now consider a geodesic on the Einstein Cosmos (ME , g˚) given by
x(τ) = (τ, x?), τ ∈ R,
where x? ∈ S3 is fixed. Using the congruence of geodesics generated varying x? over S3 we obtain
a Gaussian system of coordinates (τ, xα) on the Einstein cylinder R × S3 where (xα) are some
local coordinates on S3. In addition, in a slight abuse of notation we identify the standard time
coordinate T on the Einstein cylinder with the parameter τ of the geodesic.
5.1.1 Frame expressions
A globally defined orthonormal frame on the Einstein Cosmos (ME , g˚) can be constructed by
first considering the linearly independent vector fields in R4
c1 ≡ w ∂
∂z
− z ∂
∂w
+ x
∂
∂y
− y ∂
∂x
,
c2 ≡ w ∂
∂y
− y ∂
∂w
+ z
∂
∂x
− x ∂
∂z
,
c3 ≡ w ∂
∂x
− x ∂
∂w
+ y
∂
∂z
− z ∂
∂y
,
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where (w, x, y, z) are Cartesian coordinates in R4. The vectors {ci} are tangent to S3 and form
a global frame for S3 —see e.g. [23]. This spatial frame can be extended to a spacetime frame
{e˚a} by setting e˚0 ≡ ∂τ and e˚i ≡ ci. Using this notation we observe that the components of
the basis respect to this frame are given by e˚a = δa
bcb ≡ e˚abcb. With respect to this orthogonal
basis the components of the Schouten tensor are given by
L˚ab = δa
0δa
0 − 12ηab.
so that the components of the traceless Ricci tensor are given by
R˚{ab} = 2δa0δb0 − 1
2
ηab
where the curly bracket around the indices denote the symmetric trace-free part of the tensor. In
addition,
d˚abcd = 0
since the Weyl tensor vanishes.
Now, let γ˚i
j
k denote the connection coefficients of the Levi-Civita connection D of ~ with
respect to the spatial frame {ci}. Observe that the structure coefficients defined by [ci, cj ] =
Ci
k
jck are given by
γ˚i
k
j = −ikj
where i
k
j is the 3-dimensional Levi-Civita totally antisymmetric tensor. Taking into account
that e˚0 = ∂τ is a timelike Killing vector of g˚, we can readily obtain the connection coefficients
Γ˚a
b
c, of the Levi-Civita connection ∇˚ of the metric g˚, with respect to the basis {e˚a}. More
precisely, one has that
Γ˚a
b
c = −0abc.
For the conformal factor and its concomitants we readily obtain
Σ˚ ≡ Σ˚0 = − sin τ, Σ˚3 = − sinψ, Σ˚1 = Σ˚2 = 0, s˚ = − 12 (cos τ + cosψ).
5.1.2 Spinorial expressions
In order to obtain the spinor frame form of the last expressions let τAA
′
denote the spinorial
counterpart of the vector
√
2∂τ so that τAA′τ
AA′ = 2. With this choice, consider a spinor dyad
{AA} = {oA, ιA} adapted to τAA′ —i.e. a spinor dyad such that
τAA′ = 0
A0′
A′ + 1
A1′
A′ . (33)
The spinor τAA
′
can be used to introduce a space spinor formalism similar to the one discussed
in Section 4.1.2. Now, the Infeld-van der Waerden symbols σAA′
b are given by the matrices
σAA′
0 ≡ 1√
2
Å
1 0
0 1
ã
, σAA′
1 ≡ 1√
2
Å
0 1
1 0
ã
,
σAA′
2 ≡ 1√
2
Å
0 −i
i 0
ã
, σAA′
3 ≡ 1√
2
Å
1 0
0 −1
ã
.
One directly finds that in the present case
e˚AA′
b ≡ σAA′ae˚ab = σAA′b. (34)
Now, decomposing e˚AA′
b using the space spinor formalism induced by τAA
′
one has that
e˚AA′
a =
1
2
τAA′ e˚
a − τQA′ e˚AQa
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where
e˚a ≡ e˚AA′aτAA′ , e˚ABa ≡ τ(AQ
′
e˚B)Q′
a.
Comparing the above expression with equation (34) one readily finds that the coefficients e˚a and
e˚AB
a are given by
e˚0 =
√
2, e˚AB
0 = 0,
e˚i = 0, e˚AB
i = σAB
i .
where σAB
i are the spatial Infeld-van der Waerden symbols, given by the matrices
σAB
1 ≡ 1√
2
Å−1 0
0 1
ã
, σAB
2 ≡ 1√
2
Å
i 0
0 i
ã
, σAB
3 ≡ 1√
2
Å
0 1
1 0
ã
.
The above expressions provide a direct way of recasting the frame expressions of Section 5.1.1 in
spinorial terms.
Now, denoting by 2Φ˚AA′BB′ the spinorial counterpart of R˚{ab} we get
Φ˚AA′BB′ =
1
2σAA′
aσBB′
bR˚{ab} = σAA′0σBB′0 − 14ABA′B′ .
From (33) we see that τAA′ =
√
2σAA′
0. Accordingly,
Φ˚AA′BB′ =
1
2τAA′τBB′ − 14ABA′B′ .
To obtain the reduced spin connection coefficients we proceed as follows: let Γ˚AA′
BB′
CC′ denote
the spinorial counterpart of Γ˚a
b
c. Now, since Γ˚a
b
c = −0abc, we can readily compute its spinorial
counterpart by recalling the spinorial version of the volume form
AA′BB′CC′DD′ = i(ACBDA′D′B′C′ − ADBCA′C′B′D′).
It follows then that
Γ˚BB′
CC′
DD′ = − 1√2τ
AA′AA′BB′
CC′
DD′ = − i√2 (τ
C
D′BDB′
C′ − τDC′BCB′D′)
Combining the last expression with the definition of the reduced spin connection coefficients
Γ˚AA′
C
B given in equation (2) one obtains
Γ˚BB′
C
D = − i2√2 (τ
C
Q′BDδB′
Q′ − τDQ′B′Q′δBC) = − i2√2 (BDτ
C
B′ + τDB′δB
C)
Thus, one concludes that
Γ˚AA′BC = − i√2A(CτB)A′
Finally, for the rescaled Weyl tensor we simply have
φ˚ABCD = 0.
5.1.3 Gauge source functions for the Milne spacetime
The expressions for Γ˚a
b
c and e˚b
a derived in the previous sections allow to readily compute the
gauge source functions associated to the conformal representation of the Milne Universe under
consideration. Regarding e˚b
a as the component of a contravariant tensor we compute
∇˚be˚ba = ηcb∇˚ce˚ba = ηcb(e˚c(˚eba)− Γ˚cebe˚ea)
where e˚c = e˚c
ece. Using that for this case e˚b
a = δb
a, we get
∇˚be˚ba = −ηcbΓ˚cab = ηcb0cab = 0.
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Therefore, the coordinate gauge source function vanishes. That is, one has that
F˚a(x) = ∇˚AA′ e˚AA′a = 0.
We proceed in similar way to compute the frame gauge source function. One has that
∇˚aΓ˚abc = ηda∇˚dΓ˚abc = ηda
(
e˚d(˚Γa
b
c) + Γ˚d
b
eΓ˚a
e
c − Γ˚deaΓ˚ebc − Γ˚decΓ˚eba
)
= −ηdae˚d(0adc) + ηda0dbe0aec − ηda0dea0ebc − ηda0dec0eba
= 0
ab
e0a
e
c − 0abe0aec = 0.
Therefore, using the irreducible decomposition of Γ˚AA′
BB′
CC′ in terms of Γ˚AA′
B
C given in (2),
we conclude that
F˚AB(x) = ∇QQ′ Γ˚QQ′AB = 0.
Finally, the conformal gauge source function is determined by the value of the Ricci scalar, in
this case R = −6. It follows then that
Λ = 14 .
5.1.4 Summary
We collect the main results in the following proposition:
Proposition 4. The fields (Ξ˚, Σ˚, Σ˚i, s˚, e˚a
b, Γ˚a
b
c, L˚ab, d˚
a
bcd) given by
Ξ˚ = cos τ + cosψ, Σ˚ = − sin τ, Σ˚3 = − sinψ, e˚ab = δab,
Γ˚a
b
c = −0abc, L˚ab = 2δa0δb0 − 12ηab, d˚abcd = 0, s˚ = − 12 (cos τ + cosψ),
or, alternatively, in spinorial terms, the fields (Ξ˚, Σ˚, Σ˚AA′ , s˚, e˚AA′
b, Γ˚AA′
B
C , Φ˚AA′BB′ , φ˚ABCD)
with Ξ˚, Σ˚, s˚ as above and
e˚AA′
b = σAA′
b, Γ˚AA′BC = − i√2A(BτC)A′ , Φ˚AA′BB′ = 12τAA′τBB′ − 14ABAC ,
φ˚ABCD = 0 ΣAA′ = − sinψσAA′3,
defined on the Einstein cylinder R × S3 constitute a solution to the conformal Einstein field
equations representing the Milne Universe. The gauge source functions associated to this repre-
sentation are given by
F˚a(x) = 0, F˚AB(x) = 0, Λ˚ =
1
4 .
5.2 Perturbation of initial data
In order to discuss the stability of the Milne Universe using the conformal wave equations we
need to find a way to parametrise perturbations of initial data close to the data for the exact
solution.
A basic initial data set for the conformal field equations consists of a collection (S,h,K,Ω,Σ)
such that S denotes a 3-dimensional manifold, h is a 3-metric, K is a symmetric tensor, Ω and
Σ are scalar functions on the manifold S satisfying
2ΩDiD
iΩ− 3DiΩDiΩ + 12Ω2r − 3Σ2 − 12Ω2(K2 −KijKij) + 2ΩΣK = 0
Ω3Di(Ω−2Kik)− Ω(DkK − 2Ω−1DkΣ) = 0
where D is the covariant Levi-Civita connection of h, r is its Ricci scalar and K ≡ hijKij .
These equations are, respectively, the conformal counterpart of the Hamiltonian and momentum
constraints in vacuum. In what follows, it will be assumed that S is diffeomorphic to S3 and write
S ≈ S3. As the initial hypersurface S is compact, one can assume, without lost of generality, that
Ω = 1 and Σ = 0.
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5.3 Wave maps
Since we are assuming S ≈ S3 there exists a diffeomorphism ψ : S → S3. The freedom encoded in
the choice of diffeomorphism can be used to both fix the gauge and to discuss the parametrisation
of the perturbation data in a appropriate setting.
The diffeomorphism ψ can be used to pull-back a coordinate system x = (xα) in S3 to a
coordinate system Ûx in S since Ûx = ψ∗x = x ◦ ψ. Exploiting the fact that ψ is a diffeomorphism
we can define not only the pull-back ψ∗ : T ∗S3 → T ∗S but also the push-forward of its inverse
(ψ−1)∗ : TS3 → TS. Using this, we can push-forward vector fields ci on TS3 and pull-back their
covector fields αi on T ∗S as Ûci = (ψ−1)∗ci, Ûαi = ψ∗αi.
Now, let Ûei ≡ ÛeijÛcj be an h-orthonormal frame and let us denote with D and /D the Levi-
Civita connection of h and ~ respectively. Observe that the covectors αi and Ûαi can be expanded
in terms of their respective basis of 1-forms as
αi = αiαdx
α, Ûαi = ÛαiαdÛxα.
Therefore, defining the spatial coordinate gauge source function as
f i(x) ≡ DjÛeji,
it can be shown that the right-hand side of the last equation can be computed to yield
f i(x) = Dβαiβ = α
i
αD
βDβx
α + hβγ
∂xα
∂Ûxβ ∂xδ∂Ûxγ /Dδαiα. (35)
Finally, writing fα(x) = f i(x)ci
α where ci
α = 〈dxα, ci〉 we find that
DβDβx
α + ci
α
Ç
hβγ
∂x
∂Ûxβ ∂xδ∂Ûxγ /Dδαi − f i(x)å = 0.
This last observation lead us to the notion of harmonic map. A diffeomorphism ψ : S → S3 is
said to be a harmonic map if
hβγ
∂x
∂Ûxδ ∂xδ∂Ûxγ /Dδαi = f i(x). (36)
Notice that the requirement (36) implies that DβDβx
α = 0.
In the present analysis it will be assumed that ψ is the the identity map. Under this assumption
the wave map condition (36) reduces to hβγ /Dγα
i
β = f
i(x). However, /Dγα
i
β = −γγδβαiδ, which
finally implies that
f i(x) = −hβγγγαβαiα.
Observe that for S3 we have that γβαγ = −βαγ , thus f i(x) = 0.
Remark. The choice of the identity map (Ûx = x) for ψ means that we are going to use coordinates
on S3 to coordinatise S.
5.4 Data for a perturbation of the Milne Universe
The purpose of this section is to provide a description of initial data corresponding to pertur-
bations of data for the Milne Universe. To this end, first notice from the last subsection that
although the frame {ci} is ~-orthonormal, it is not necessarily orthogonal respect to the intrinsic
3-metric h on S. Now, let {ei} denote a h-orthonormal frame over TS and let {ωi} be the
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associate cobasis. Now, assume that there exist vector fields {e˘i} such that an h-orthonormal
frame {ei} is related to an ~-orthonormal frame ci through ei = ci + e˘i. This last requirement
is equivalent to introducing coordinates on S such that
h = h˚+ h˘ = ~ + h˘. (37)
Notice that the notation ˚ is used to denote the value in the exact (background) solution while
˘ is used to denote the perturbation.
In order to measure the size of the perturbed initial data, we introduce the Sobolev norms
defined for any spinor quantity NK with K being an arbitrary string of frame spinor indices, as
||NK||S?,m ≡
∑
K
||NK||S3,m
where
∑
K is the sum over all the frame spinor indices encoded in K and
||NK||S3,m =
(
m∑
l=0
3∑
α1,...,αl
∫
S3
(∂α1 ...∂αlNK)
2d3x
)1/2
.
Observe that since the indices in K are frame indices, the quantities NK are scalars.
Suppose now that the initial spacelike hypersurface S is described by the condition τ = τ0.
Then, restricting the results of Proposition 4 to the initial hypersurface S, we get the following
initial data for the wave equations of Proposition 1:
Ξ˚|S = cos τ0 + cosψ, e˚AA′b|S = σAA′b, Γ˚AA′BC |S = − i√2A(BτC)A′ ,
Φ˚AA′BB′ |S = 12τAA′τBB′ − 14ABAC , ΣAA′ = − sinψσAA3|S , φ˚ABCD|S = 0,
s˚|S = − 12 (cos τ0 + cosψ), PΞ˚|S = Σ|S = − 12 sin τ0, P e˚AA′b|S = 0,
PΓ˚AA′BC |S = 0, PΦ˚AA′BB′ |S = 0,
Pφ˚ABCD|S = 0, P s˚|S = 12 sin τ0.
In a manner consistent with the split (37), we make use of the above expressions to consider a
perturbation of the initial data on S of the form
Ξ|S = Ξ˚|S + Ξ˘|S , eAA′b|S = e˚AA′b|S + e˘AA′b|S ,
ΓAA′BC |S = Γ˚AA′BC |S + Γ˘AA′BC |S , ΦAA′BB′ |S = Φ˚AA′BB′ |S + Φ˘AA′BB′ |S ,
φABCD|S = φ˘ABCD|S , s|S = s˚|S + s˘|S ,
ΣAA′ |S = Σ˚AA′ |S + Σ˘AA′ |S .
together with
Σ|S = Σ˚|S + Σ˘|S , PeAA′b|S = P e˘AA′b|S ,
PΓAA′BC |S = PΓ˘AA′BC |S , PΦAA′BB′ |S = PΦ˘AA′BB′ |S
PφABCD|S = Pφ˘ABCD|S , Ps|S = P s˚|S + P s˘|S .
The above fields are solution to the equations implied by the initial data for the subsidiary
system given in Proposition 2 4. Observe that these expressions are consistent with equation (37).
4An example of how to explicitly obtain the equations satisfied by the data has to satisfy, was given in Sec-
tion 4.2.1 for the case of the rescaled Weyl spinor. This construction required the use of a space spinor formalism.
These equations are encoded in the requirement that the zero-quantities vanish on the initial hypersurface.
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5.5 Perturbed solutions
Consistent with the discussion of the previous subsection, we will split the field unknowns into a
background and a perturbation part. More precisely, we write
Ξ = Ξ˚ + Ξ˘, ΣAA′ = Σ˚AA′ + Σ˘AA′ , eAA′
b = e˚AA′
b + e˘aA′
b, s = s˚+ s˘,
ΓAA′
B
C = Γ˚AA′
B
C + Γ˘AA′
B
C , ΦAA′BB′ = Φ˚AA′BB′ + Φ˘AA′BB′ ,
φABCD = φ˘ABCD.
Following the notation used in the second remark in Section 3.8, we collect the independent
components of the unknowns as a single vector-valued variable u and write
u = u˚+ u˘.
The components of the contravariant metric tensor gµν(x,u) in the vector-valued wave equation
(26) can be written as the metric for the background solution u˚ plus a term depending on the
unknown u
gµν(x;u) = g˚µν(x; u˚) + g˘µν(x;u), (38)
The latter can be expressed, alternatively, in spinorial terms as
gµν(x;u) = AA
′
BB
′
eAA′
µeBB′
ν = AA
′
BB
′
(e˚AA′
µe˚BB′
ν + e˘AA′
µe˘BB′
ν). (39)
Substituting the split (38) into equation (26) we get,
(gµν(x; u˚) + g˘µν(x;u))∂µ∂ν(u˚+ u˘) + F (x;u, ∂u) = 0.
Now, noticing that u˚ is, in fact, a solution to
g˚µν(x; u˚)∂µ∂ν u˚+ F (x; u˚, ∂u˚) = 0
it follows then that
g˚µν(x; u˚)∂µ∂ν u˘+ g˘
µν(x;u)∂µ∂ν u˚+ g˘
µν(x;u)∂µ∂ν u˘+ F (x;u, ∂u)− F (x; u˚, ∂u˚) = 0.
Finally, since the background solution u˚ is known then the last equation can be recast as
(˚gµν(x) + g˘µν(x; u˘))∂µ∂ν u˘ = F (x; u˘, ∂u˘).
The above equation is in a form where the local existence and Cauchy stability theory of quasi-
linear wave equations as given in, say, [15] can be applied. Notice that g˚(x) is Lorentzian since it
corresponds to the metric of the background solution —i.e. the metric of the Einstein Cosmos.
Now, consider initial data (u?, ∂tu?) close enough to initial data (u˚?, ∂tu˚?) for the Milne Universe
—that is, take
(u?, ∂tu?) ∈ Bε(u˚?, ∂tu˚?), (40)
where the notion of closeness is encoded in
Bε(u?,v?) ≡
{
(w1,w2) ∈ Hm(S,CN )×Hm(S,CN ) | ‖ w1 − u? ‖S,m + ‖ w2 − v? ‖S,m≤ ε
}
.
Using that u = u˚ + u˘, the requirement (40) is equivalent to saying that the initial data for the
perturbation is small in the sense that
||u˘?||S,m + ||∂tu˘?||S,m < ε. (41)
With this remark in mind and recalling that u˚ is explicitly known, observe that from equation
(38) it follows that
gµν(x;u) = g˚µν(x) + g˘µν(x; u˘).
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Since the variable u˘? is a vector-valued function collecting the independent components of the
conformal fields, and in particular (e˘AA′
µ)?, it follows that for sufficiently small initial u˘? the
perturbation g˘µν will be small. Therefore, choosing ε small enough we can guarantee that the
metric g˚µν(x) + g˘µν(x; u˘?) is initially Lorentzian. To pose an initial value problem for these
equations we have to fix the inital data sets that are to be considered. In this case, we are
interested in hyperboloidal initial data sets. The reason behind this choice will be clarified in the
sequel. In what follows, consider initial data u? for the conformal Einstein equations prescribed
on an hypersurface
H ≡ {p ∈ R× S3 | 0 ≤ ψ(p) ≤ pi − τ0, τ(p) = τ0}
with boundary
Z ≡ {p ∈ R× S3 |ψ(p) = pi − τ0, τ(p) = τ0}
for some constant τ0 > 0 and where, recalling the discussion of Section 5.3, the coordinates (x
α)
on S3 are being used to coordinatise S. Therefore H is to be regarded as a subset of S ≈ S3. The
initial data is said to be an hyperboloidal data set if
Ξ|H\Z > 0, Ξ|Z = 0, (ΣaΣa)|Z = 0, PΞ|Z = Σ < 0. (42)
The above conditions tell us, a priori, that Ξ acts as a boundary defining function which vanishes
on Z. This is a key observation that will be used in Section 5.6 where the conformal structure
of the solutions is to be analysed. To arrive to a similar conclusion about Σ let us shift the
coordinate τ by an amount of 12pi, namely Ûτ = τ − 12pi.
In the case of the background solution u˚ we can analogously define an hypersurface H˚ with
boundary Z˚ where H˚ is as a region of S3 satisfying analogous conditions as those given in (42).
In that case, the initial hypersurface Ûτ = 0 corresponds to the so-called standard Minkowski
hyperboloid. The conformal factor for the background solution, —i.e. the Milne spacetime is
given by
Ξ˚ = cosψ − sin Ûτ .
Therefore
Σ˚ = PΞ˚ = − cos Ûτ , Σ˚3 = − sinψ.
Observe that Σ˚ < 0 for Ûτ ∈ (0, 12pi) and Σ˚ > 0 for Ûτ ∈ ( 12pi, 32pi). Thus, recalling that Σ = Σ˚ + Σ˘
then Σ < 0 for Ûτ ∈ (0, 12pi) and Σ > 0 for Ûτ ∈ ( 12pi, 32pi) for ε small enough, therefore there is at
least one point where Σ = 0.
Now, recall that the initial data (u?, ∂τu?) is only defined in the initial hypersurface H while
the data (u˚?, ∂τ u˚?) is defined in the whole of S ≈ S3. To be able to apply the theory of [15] we
need to extend the data (u?, ∂τu?) to S?. In what follows let w? = (u?, ∂τu?). We can extend the
initial data by invoking the Extension Theorem which states that there exists a linear operator
E : Hm(H,CN )→ Hm(S3,CN )
such that if w? ∈ Hm(H,CN ) then Ew?(x) = w?(x) almost everywhere in H and
||Ew?||m,S ≤ K||w?||m,H
where K is a universal constant for fixed m —see e.g. [26]. Hence, using equation (41) we can
make ||Ew?||m,S small as necessary by making ε small —that is, the size of the extended data is
controlled by the data in the initial hypersurface H. Therefore, the extended data will be given
by
Eu? = u˚? + Eu˘? E∂τu? = ∂τ u˚? + E∂τ u˘?
which are well defined on Hm(S3,CN ). Using equation (41) we observe that
||Eu˘?||H,m + ||E∂τ u˘?||H,m ≤ Kε.
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Remark. The fact that the extension of the data obtained in the previous paragraph is not
unique and it does not necessarily satisfy the constraints of Proposition 3 is not a problem in our
analysis since
D+(H) ∩ I+(S\H) = ∅.
The proof of the last statement follows by contradiction. Let q ∈ D+(H)∩I+(S\H). Then, in the
one hand we have that q ∈ I+(S\H), so that it follows that there exists a future timelike curve
γ from p ∈ S\H to q. On the other hand q ∈ D+(H) which means that every past in extendible
causal curve through q intersects H, therefore p ∈ H. This is a contradiction since p ∈ S\H.
We are now in position to make use of a local existence and Cauchy stability result adapted
from [15] —see Appendix E, to establish the following theorem:
Theorem 1 (Existence and Cauchy stability). Let (u?, ∂τu?) = (u˚? + u˘?, ∂τ u˚? + ∂τ u˘?) be
hyperboloidal initial data for the conformal wave equations on an 3-dimensional manifold H where
(u˚?, ∂τ u˚?) denotes initial data for the Milne Universe. Let (Eu?, E∂τu?) denote the extension of
these data to S ≈ S3. Then, for m ≥ 4 and Ûτ• ≥ 32pi there exist an ε > 0 such that:
(i) For ||u˘?||H,m+||∂τ u˘?||H,m < ε, there exist a unique solution u = u˚+u˘ to the wave equations
of Proposition 1 with a minimal existence interval [0, Ûτ•] and u ∈ Cm−2([0, Ûτ• × S],CN ).
(ii) Given a sequence (u
(n)
? ,v
(n)
? ) ∈ Bε(u?,v?) ∩Dδ such that
‖ u(n)? − u? ‖S,m→ 0, ‖ v(n)? − v? ‖S,m→ 0, as n→∞,
then for the solutions u(n) with u(n) = u
(n)
? and ∂tu
(n)(0, ·) = v(n)? , it holds that
‖ u(n)(t, ·)− u(t, ·) ‖S,m→ 0 as n→∞
uniformly in t ∈ [0, τ•) as n→∞.
(iii) The solution u = u˚+ u˘ is unique in D+(H) and implies, wherever Ξ 6= 0, a Cm−2 solution
to the Einstein vacuum equations with vanishing cosmological constant .
Proof. Points (i) and (ii) are a direct application of Theorem 2 given in Appendix E. The condi-
tion ensuring that g˚(x) + g˘(x;u) is Lorentzian is encoded in the requirement of the perturbation
for the initial data being small as discussed in Section 5.5.
The statement of point (iii) follows from the discussion of Section 4 for the propagation of the
constraints and the subsidiary system as summarised in Propositions 1 and 3. In particular, in this
section it was shown that a solution to the spinorial wave equations is a solution to the conformal
Einstein field equations if initial data satisfies the appropriate conditions. As exemplified in
Section 4.2.1 for the rescaled Weyl spinor, requiring the zero-quantities to vanish in the initial
hypersurface renders conditions on the initial data. Finally, recall that a solution to the CEFE
implies a solution to the Einstein field equations wherever Ξ 6= 0 —see [8].
5.6 Structure of the conformal Boundary
Now, we will complement Theorem 1 by showing that the conformal boundary I coincides with
the Cauchy horizon of H. The argument of this section is based on analogous discussion in [10].
Since the Cauchy horizon H(H) = ∂(D+(H)) is generated by null geodesics with endpoints on Z
the null generators of H(H) —i.e the null vectors tangent to H(H)— are given at Z by Σa|Z as
it follows by the initial hyperboloidal data (42). We then define two null vectors (n, l) on Z by
setting
la? = Σa|Z , n? ⊥ Z, g(n?, l?) = 1 on Z. (43)
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We complement this pair of null vectors {l?,n?}, where l? is tangent to H(H) on Z and n?
is normal to Z, with a pair of complex conjugate vectors m? and m¯? tangent to Z such that
g(m?, m¯?) = 1, so as to obtain the tetrad {l?,n?,m?, m¯?}. In order to obtain a Newman-
Penrose frame {l,n,m, m¯} off Z along the null generators of H(H) we propagate them by
parallel transport in the direction of l by requiring
la∇alb = 0, la∇anb = 0, la∇amb = 0. (44)
Now, suppose that we already have a solution to the conformal wave equations. Using the
result of Proposition 3, we know that the solution will also satisfy the CEFE. In this section
we will make use of the CEFE equations to study the conformal boundary. From the tensorial
(frame) version of the CEFE as given in Appendix D, one notices the following subset consisting
of equations (67d), (67e) and the definition of Σa as the gradient of the conformal factor:
∇aΞ = Σa, (45a)
∇aΣb = sgab − ΞLab, (45b)
∇as = −LabΣb. (45c)
Transvecting the first two equations, respectively, with la, lalb and lamb we get
la∇aΞ = laΣa,
la∇a(lbΣb) = −ΞLablalb,
la∇a(mbΣb) = −ΞLablamb,
where we have used (44) and the fact that l is null and orthogonal to m. The latter equations
can be read as a system of homogeneous transport equations along the integral curves of l for a
vector-valued variable containing as components Ξ , Σal
a and Σam
a. Written in matricial form
one has
∇l
Ñ
Ξ
Σal
a
Σam
a
é
=
Ñ
0 1 0
−Lcdlcld 0 0
−Lcdlcmd 0 0
éÑ
Ξ
Σal
a
Σam
a
é
(46)
Observe that the column vector shown in the last equation is zero on Z, since Ξ|Z =0 , (laΣa)|Z =
(lala)|Z = 0 and (Σama)|Z = (lama)|Z = 0 which follows from (42) and (43). Since equation
(46) is homogeneous and it has vanishing initial data on Z we have that Ξ, Σala and Σama will
be zero along l until one reaches a caustic point. Consequently, we conclude that the conformal Ξ
factor vanishes in the portion of H(H) which is free of caustics. Thus, this portion of H(H) can
be interpreted as the conformal boundary of the physical spacetime (M˜, g˜). In addition, notice
that from the vanishing of the column vector of equation (46) it follows that Σal
a = Σam
a = 0 on
H(H). Therefore, the only component of Σa that can be different from zero is Σana. Accordingly,
Σa is parallel to la and Σa = (Σcn
c)la. Moreover, since g(n?, l?) = 1 it follows that (Σan
a)|Z = 1
5.
Now, in order to extract the information contained in Σan
a one transvects (45b) with lanb,
to obtain
la∇a(nbΣb) = sgablanb − ΞLablanb.
Using that g(l,n) = 1 and that Ξ vanishes on H(H) one concludes that
∇l(Σana) = s on H(H).
We can obtain a further equation transvecting (45c) with la
la∇as = −LablaΣb = −LablaΣfnf lb on H(H).
5This can also be shown by noticing that(nbΣb)|Z = (nblb)|Z = 1.
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It follows then that one has the system
∇l
Å
Σan
a
s
ã
=
Å
0 1
−Lcdlcld 0
ãÅ
Σan
a
s
ã
.
Since (Σan
a)|Z = 1 (i.e. non-vanishing), the solution for the column vector formed by s and Σana
cannot be zero. Accordingly, s and Σan
a cannot vanish simultaneously. Finally, transvecting
equation (45b) with mam¯b we get
mam¯b∇aΣb = −Ξmam¯bLab + sgabmam¯b.
Using that g(m, m¯) = 1 and restricting to H(H) where Ξ = 0 we obtain
m¯bma∇aΣb = s on H(H).
Using g(m¯, l) = 0 it follows that the left hand side of the last equation is equivalent to
mam¯b∇aΣb = mam¯b∇a(Σcnclb)
= mam¯bΣcn
c∇alb +mam¯blb∇aΣcnc
= Σcn
cmam¯b∇alb.
Finally, recalling the definition of the expansion ρ ≡ −mam¯b∇alb (in the Newman-Penrose
notation [24]) we finally obtain
Σan
aρ = −s on H(H).
We already know that the only possible non-zero component of the gradient of Ξ is Σan
a and
that it cannot vanish simultaneously with s. This means that dΞ = 0 implies ρ → ∞ on H(H).
To be able to identify the point i+ where dΞ = 0 with timelike infinity we need to calculate
the Hessian of the conformal factor. Observe that this information is contained in the conformal
field equation (67d). Considering this equation at H(H), where we have already shown that the
conformal factor vanishes, we get
∇a∇bΞ = sgab.
Now, as we have shown that s and Σan
a (or, equivalently, dΞ) do not vanish simultaneously we
conclude that s 6= 0 and that ∇a∇bΞ is non-degenerate. Thus, we can consider the point i+
on H(H) where both Ξ and dΞ vanish as representing future timelike infinity for the physical
spacetime (M˜, g˜).
Remark. Observe that the construction discussed in the previous paragraphs crucially assumes
that Ξ? is zero on the boundary Z of the initial hypersurface H. This construction cannot be
repeated if we were to take another hypersurface H′ with boundary Z ′ where the conformal
factor does not vanish. This is the case of an initial hypersurface that intersects the cosmological
horizon, where for the reference solution the conformal factor does not vanish —see Figure 2.
The results of the analysis of this section are summarised in the following:
Proposition 5. (Structure of the conformal boundary) Let u denote a solution to the
conformal wave equations equations constructed as described in Theorem 1, then, there exists a
point i+ ∈ H(H) where Ξ|i+ = 0 and dΞ|i+ = 0 but the Hessian ∇a∇bΞ|i+ is non-degenerate. In
addition, dΞ 6= 0 on I + = H(H) \ {i+}. Moreover D+(H) = J−(i+).
Proof. From the conclusions of Theorem 1 and the discussion of Section 5.6 it follows that if
we have a solution to the conformal wave equations which, in turn implies a solution to the
conformal field equations, then there exists a point i+ in H(H) where both the conformal factor
and its gradient vanish but ∇a∇bΞ is non-degenerate. This means that i+ can be regarded as
future timelike infinity for the physical spacetime. In addition, null infinity I + will be located
at H(H)\{i+} where the conformal factor vanishes but its gradient does not.
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i`
i0
H
Z
H1
Z 1
H`
I `
Figure 2: Portion of the Penrose diagram of the Milne Universe showing the initial hypersurface
H where the the hyperboloidal data is prescribed. At Z the conformal factor vanishes and the
argument of Section 5.6 can be applied. The dark gray area represents the development of the
data on H. Compare with the case of the hypersurface H′ which intersects the horizon at Z ′
where the argument cannot be applied. Analogous hypersurfaces can be depicted for the lower
diamond of the complete diagram of Figure 1.
6 Conclusions
In this article we have shown that the spinorial frame version of the CEFE implies a system of
quasilinear wave equations for the various conformal fields. The use of spinors allows a systematic
and clear deduction of the equations and the not less important issue of the propagation of the
constraints. The fact that the metric is not part of the unknowns in the spinorial formulation
of the CEFE simplifies the considerations of hyperbolicity of the operator  ≡ ∇a∇a. The
application of these equations to study the semiglobal stability of the Milne Universe exemplifies
how the extraction of a system of quasilinear wave equations out of the CEFE allows to readily
make use of the general theory of partial differential equations to obtain non-trivial statements
about the global existence of solutions to the Einstein field equations. The analysis of the present
article has been restricted to the vacuum case. However, a similar procedure can be carried out, in
the non-vacuum case, for some suitable matter models with trace-free energy-momentum tensor
—see e.g. [11].
In addition, the present analysis has been restricted to the case of the so-called standard
CEFE. There exists another more general version of the CEFE, the so-called, extended conformal
Einstein field equations (XCEFE) in which the various equations are expressed in terms of a Weyl
connection —i.e. a torsion free connection which is not necessarily metric but, however, respects
the structure of the conformal class, [12]. The hyperbolic reduction procedures for the XCEFE
available in the literature do not make use of gauge source functions. Instead, one makes use of
conformal Gaussian systems based on the congruence of privileged curves known as conformal
geodesics to extract a first order symmetric hyperbolic system. It is an interesting open question
to see whether it is possible to use conformal Gaussian systems to deduce wave equations for the
conformal fields in the XCEFE.
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A Appendix: spinorial relations
In this appendix we recall several relations and identities that are used repeatedly throughout
this article —see [21]. In addition, using the remarks made in [20] we give a generalisation for
the spinorial Ricci identities for a connection which is metric but not necessarily torsion free.
A.1 The Levi-Civita case
In this subsection we recall some well known relations satisfied the curvature spinors of a Levi-
Civita connection. The discussion of this subsection follows [21]. First recall the decomposition
of a general curvature spinor
R`AA′BB′CC′DD′ = R`ABCC′DD′B′A′ +
`¯RA′B′CC′DD′BA.
We can further decompose the reduced spinor R`ABCC′DD′ as
R`ABCC′DD′ = X`ABCDC′D′ + Y`ABC′D′CD,
where
X`ABCD ≡ 12 R`AB(C|E′|D)E
′
Y`ABCD ≡ 12 R`ABE(C′ED′).
In the above expressions the symbol ` over the Kernel letter indicates that this relation is general
—i.e. the connection is not necessarily neither metric nor torsion-free. The spinors X`ABCD and
Y`ABCD are not necessarily symmetric in AB.
It is well known that if that the connection is metric, then the spinors ÁXABCD and ÁYABC′D′
have the further symmetriesÁXABCD = ÁX(AB)CD, ÁYABC′D′ = ÁY(AB)C′D′ . (47)
We add the symbol Á over the Kernel letter to denote that only the metricity of the connection
is being assumed. Now, if the connection is not only metric but, in addition, is torsion free (i.e. it
is a Levi-Civita connection) then the first Bianchi identity Ra[bcd] = 0 can be written in spinorial
terms as
RAB
CD
A′B′
D′C′ = 0,
which implies that XSP
SP = X¯S′P ′
S′P ′ . Accordingly XSP
SP is a real scalar and YABA′B′ is a
Hermitian spinor which, following the notation of [21], will be denoted by ΦABA′D′ = Φ¯A′B′AB.
Collecting all this information and decomposing in terms of irreducible components one obtains
the usual decomposition of the curvature spinors
XABCD = ΨABCD + Λ(DBCA + CBDA), YABC′D′ = ΦABC′D′ ,
where ΨABCD is the Weyl spinor and ΦABC′D′ is the Ricci spinor. The latter is the spinorial
counterpart of a world tensor (because of its Hermiticity which is consequence of the first Bianchi
identity) and Λ is a real scalar (consequence of the first Bianchi identity again). Additionally,
observe that one also has that XA(BC)
A = 0. This is a consequence of the interchange of pairs
symmetry Rabcd = Rcdab of the Riemann tensor of a Levi-Civita connection. For a general
connection the right hand side of last equation is not necessarily zero6.
In the Levi-Civita case, the spinorial Ricci identities are the spinorial counterpart of
[∇a∇b]vc = Rceabve.
6 The reason is that the interchange of pairs symmetry is a consequence of the antisymmetry in the first and
second pairs of indices and the first Bianchi identity which for a general connection will involve the torsion and its
derivatives.
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These identities are given in terms of the operator AB = ∇Q(A∇B)Q. The spinorial Ricci
identities are given in a rather compact form by
ABξC = XABQCξQ, A′B′ξC = ΦA′B′QCξQ, (48)
ABξC = −XABCQξQ, A′B′ξC = −ΦA′B′CQξQ. (49)
It is useful to combine these identities with the decomposition of XABCD to obtain a more
detailed list of relations. The following expressions are repeatedly used in this article:
ABξC = ΨABCQξQ − 2Λξ(AB)C , (ABξC) = ΨABCQξQ, (50)
ABξB = −3ΛξA, A′B′ξC = ξQΦQCA′B′ . (51)
Using these relations and the Jacobi identity ( -identity) the second Bianchi identity can be
expressed in terms of spinors as
∇AB′XABCD = ∇A′BΦCDA′B′ .
For completeness, we recall the relation between ΦABA′B′ and the Ricci tensor and between R
and Λ. Namely, that
Rac 7→ RAA′CC′ = 2ΦACA′C′ − 6ΛACA′C′ , R = −24Λ. (52)
From the above expressions it follows that 2ΦABA′B′ is the spinorial counterpart of the trace-
free Ricci tensor R{ab} ≡ Rab − 14Rgab. From this last observation, it follows that the spinorial
counterpart of the Schouten tensor can be rewritten in terms of ΦAA′BB′ and Λ. Recalling the
definition of the 4-dimensional Schouten tensor Lab =
1
2Rab − 112Rgab and equation (52) we get
LABA′B′ = ΦACA′C′ − ΛACA′C′ . (53)
The second contracted Bianchi identity can be recast in terms of these spinors as
∇CA′ΦCDA′B′ + 3∇DB′Λ = 0. (54)
A.2 Spinorial Ricci identities for a metric connection
We now consider the case of a connection Á∇ which is metric but not torsion free. First, we need
to obtain a suitable generalisation of the operator AB. In order to achieve this, observe that
the relation [∇a,∇b]ud = Rdcabuc valid for a Levi-Civita connection extends to a connection
with torsion as
[Á∇a,Á∇b]ud = ÊRdcabuc + ΣacbÁ∇cud.
Another way to think the last equation is to define a modified commutator of covariant derivatives
through JÁ∇a,Á∇bKud ≡ Ä[Á∇a,Á∇b]− ΣacbÁ∇cäud.
In this way we can recast the Ricci identities as
JÁ∇a,Á∇bKud = ÊRdcabuc.
This observation leads us to an expression for the generalised operatorÁAB ≡ Á∇C′(AÁ∇B)C′ .
The relation between this operator and the commutator of covariant derivatives is
[Á∇AA′ ,Á∇BB′ ] = A′B′ÁAB + ABÁA′B′ .
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We cannot directly write down the equivalent spinorial Ricci identities simply by replacing X and
Y by ÁX and ÁY because of appearance of the term ΣacbÁ∇cud in the definition of the curvature
tensor. A way to get around this difficulty is to define a modified operator ÁAB formed using
the modified commutator of covariant derivatives instead of the usual commutator. In this way
we can directly translate the previous formulae simply by replacing X and Y by ÁX and ÁY . Now,
the relation between ÁAB and ÁAB can be obtained by observing thatÁCD = 12C′D′JÁ∇CC′ ,Á∇DD′K
= 12
C′D′
Ä
[Á∇CC′ ,Á∇DD′ ]− ΣCC′EE′DD′Á∇EE′ä
= 12
ÄÁ∇D′CÁ∇DD′ + Á∇D′DÁ∇CD′ − ΣCD′EE′DD′Á∇EE′ä . (55)
Using the antisymmetry of the torsion spinor we have the decomposition
ΣAA′
CC′
BB′ = ABΣA
EE′
B + A′B′ΣA′
EE′
B′ , (56)
where the reduced spinor is given by ΣA
EE′
B =
1
2Σ(A|Q′|
EE′
B)
Q′ . Using this decomposition
and symmetrising expression (55) in the indices CD in one obtainsÁCD = Á∇D′(CÁ∇D)D′ − ΣCEE′DÁ∇EE′ = ÁCD − ΣCEE′DÁ∇EE′ .
Therefore ÁAB = ÁAB + ΣAEE′BÁ∇EE′ . (57)
In order to compute explicitly how ÁAB acts on spinors we only need to compute the generalised
the spinors ÁXABCD and ÊΦABC′D′ .
As discussed in previous paragraphs, the fact that the connection is not torsion free is reflected
in the symmetries of the curvature spinors. We still have that the symmetries in (47) hold due to
the metricity of Á∇. However, the interchange of pairs symmetry of the Riemann tensor, the reality
condition on ÁXSP SP and the Hermiticity of ÊΦABC′D′ do not longer hold as these properties rely
on the the cyclic identity Rd[abc] = 0. In fact, the first Bianchi identity is, in general, given by
R`d[abc] + ∇`[aΣbdc] + Σ[aebΣc]de = 0.
It follows that ÁXA(BC)A does not necessarily vanish and, generically, it will depend on the torsion
and its derivatives as can be seen from the last equation. Labelling, as usual, the remaning non-
vanishing contractions of ÁXABCDÁXABAB = 6ÊΛ, ÁX(ABCD) = ÁΨABCD, ÁXA(BC)A = HBC ,
where HBC is a spinor which, as discussed previously, depends on the torsion and its deriva-
tives. The explicit form of HBC will not be needed. Finally, recall the general decomposition in
irreducible terms of a 4-valence spinor ξABCD:
ξABCD = ξ(ABCD) +
1
2ξ(AB)P
P + 12ξP
P
(CD)AB +
1
4ξP
P
Q
QABCD
+ 12A(CξD)B +
1
2B(CξD)A − 13A(CD)Bξ
where
ξAB ≡ ξQ(AB)Q, ξ ≡ ξPQPQ.
Using the above formula we get the following expressions for the irreducible decomposition of the
curvature spinor ÁXABCD:ÁXABCD = ÁΨABCD + ÊΛ (ACBD + ADBC) + 12A(CHD)B + 12B(CHD)A. (58)
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In order to ease the comparisons with the Levi-Civita case letÁYABC′D′ = ÊΦABC′D′ . (59)
Observe that, in contrast with the case of a Levi-Civita connection, we have that Λ˜ is not real
and Φ˜ABC′D′ is not Hermitian. In other words, one hast thatÊΛ− Ê¯Λ 6= 0, ÊΦABC′D′ − Ê¯ΦA′B′CD 6= 0, HAB 6= 0. (60)
In fact, the right hand side of the previous equations depends on the torsion and its derivatives
—see [20]. However, its explicit expression will not play any role in the discussion of this article.
Having found the curvature spinors, we can derive the spinorial Ricci identities. As discussed in
the previous paragraph, the modified operator ÁAB formed from the modified commutator of
covariant derivatives satisfies as version of the spinorial Ricci identities which is obtained simply
by replacing the curvature spinors XABCD and ΦABC′D′ by the spinors ÁXABCD and ÊΦABC′D′ .
The Ricci identities with torsion are then given byÁABξC = ÁXABQCξQ + ΣAPP ′BÁ∇PP ′ξC , ÁA′B′ξC = Ê¯ΦA′B′QCξQ + Σ¯A′PP ′B′Á∇PP ′ξC ,ÁABξC = −ÁXABCQξQ + ΣAPP ′BÁ∇PP ′ξC , ÁA′B′ξC = −Ê¯ΦA′B′CQξQ + Σ¯A′PP ′B′Á∇PP ′ξC ,
with ÁXABCD and ÊΦABC′D′ given by (58) and (59). The primed version of the last expressions can
be readily identified. More importantly, the detailed version (in terms of irreducible components)
of the spinorial Ricci identities becomeÁABξC = ÁΨABCQξQ − 2ÊΛξ(AB)C + UABCQξQ + ΣAPP ′BÁ∇PP ′ξC , (61a)Á(ABξC) = ÁΨABCQξQ + Σ(APP ′BÁ∇|PP ′|ξC), (61b)ÁABξB = −3ÊΛξA +HABξB + ΣAPP ′BÁ∇PP ′ξB, (61c)ÁA′B′ξC = ξQ Ê¯ΦQCA′B′ + Σ¯A′PP ′B′Á∇PP ′ξC . (61d)
The above identities are supplemented by their complex conjugated version —keeping in mind
the non-Hermiticity of Φ˜ABC′D′ and the non-reality of Λ as stated in (60). In the last list of
identities we have defined in the quantity UABCD
UABCD ≡ 12A(CHD)B + 12B(CHD)A. (62)
The Levi-Civita case can be readily recovered by setting ΣA
PP ′
B = 0 since the spinors HAB
and UABCD also vanish. Moreover, we also recover the pair interchange symmetry and the
expressions presented in (60) become equalities.
B Appendix: the transition tensor and the torsion tensor
In this appendix we briefly derive the transition spinor relating a Levi-Civita connection ∇ with
a connection Á∇ which is metric but not necessarily torsion-free. The general strategy behind this
discussion can be found in [21]. Given two general connections ∇` and ∇´ we have that
(∇`a − ∇´a)ξb ≡ Qabcξc
where Qa
b
c is the transition tensor. It is well known that for the case of a Levi-Civita connection
∇ and a metric connection Á∇ one has that
Σa
c
b = −2Q[acb] Qabc = Qa[bc]. (63)
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Therefore, the spinorial counterpart of the transition tensor can be decomposed as
QAA′BB′CC′ = QAA′BCB′C′ + Q¯AA′B′C′BC (64)
where
QAA′BC ≡ 12QAA′(B|Q′|C)Q
′
.
This expression allows to translate expressions containing the covariant derivative Á∇ to expres-
sions containing ∇ and the transition spinor QAA′BC as follows:Á∇AA′ξB = ∇AA′ξB +QAA′BQξQ, Á∇AA′ξC = ∇AA′ξC −QAA′QCξQ. (65)
These expression can be extended in a similar manner to spinors of any index structure. Now,
from the equations in (63) it follows that
Qacb = −Σa[cb] − 12Σcab. (66)
Using the above equation along with the decompositions (64) and (56) we get
QAA′BC = −2Σ(B|AA′|C) − 2ΣA(C|A′|B) − 2Σ¯A′(C|Q′Q
′
A|B).
C Appendix: explicit expressions for the subsidiary equa-
tions
In Section 4.2 it was shown that the generic form of the equations in the subsidiary system isÁ“NABK = 2ÁPA“NPBK − 2Á∇AQ′WQ′BK.
In this section we use the results of Appendices A and B to explicitly compute the termsÁPA“NPBK and WQ′BK for every zero-quantity. One has that:ÁPAΣ̂PBc = −3ÊΛΣ̂ABc +HPAΣ̂PBc +ÁΨPABGΣ̂PG c − 2ÊΛΣ̂P (P cA)B
+UPABQΣ̂
P
(P
cA)B + 2ΣP
QQ′
A
Á∇QQ′Σ̂PBc,ÁP ′C′Ξ̂ABP ′D′ = Ξ̂QBP ′D′ Ê¯ΦQAP ′C′ + Σ¯P ′QQ′C′Á∇QQ′Ξ̂ABP ′C′
+Ξ̂A
QP ′
D′ Ê¯ΦAQP ′C′ + Σ¯P ′QQ′C′Á∇QQ′Ξ̂ABP ′C′
−Ê¯ΛΞ̂ABC′D′ + H¯P ′C′Ξ̂ABP ′D′ + Σ¯P ′QQ′C′Á∇QQ′Ξ̂ABP ′D′
+Á¯ΨP ′C′D′Q′Ξ̂ABP ′Q′ − Ê¯ΛΞ̂ABP ′ (P ′C′)D′ + U¯P ′C′D′Q′Ξ̂ABP ′Q′
+Σ¯P ′
QQ′
C′Á∇QQ′Ξ̂ABP ′D′ ,ÁPC“∆PDBB′ = −3ÊΛ“∆CDBB′ +HPC“∆PDBB′ + ΣPQQ′C‹∇QQ′“∆PDBB′ +ÁΨPCDQ“∆PQBB′
−2ÊΛ“∆P (P |DBB′|C)D + UPCDQ“∆PQBB′ + ΣPQQ′CÁ∇QQ′“∆PDBB′
+ÁΨPCBQ“∆PDQB′ − 2ÊΛ“∆PD(P |B′|C)B + UPCBQ“∆PDQBB′
+ΣP
QQ′
C
Á∇QQ′“∆PDBB′ + “∆PDBQ′ ÊΦQ′B′PC + ΣPQQ′CÁ∇QQ′“∆PDBB′ ,ÁP ′B′ΛBP ′AC = ΛQP ′AC Ê¯ΦQBP ′B′ + Σ¯P ′QQ′B′Á∇QQ′ΛBP ′AC − 3ÊΛΛBP ′AC
+H¯P ′B′ΛB
P ′
AC + Σ¯P ′
QQ′
B′Á∇QQ′ΛBP ′AC + ΛBP ′QC Ê¯ΦQAP ′B′
+Σ¯P ′
QQ′
B′Á∇QQ′ΛBP ′AC + ΛBP ′AQΦQCP ′B′ + Σ¯P ′QQ′B′Á∇QQ′ΛBP ′AC .
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Moreover, one has that
W [Σ]Q
′
B
c ≡ QQ′EEF Σ̂FBc −QQ′EBF Σ̂EF c,
W [Ξ]QABD′ ≡ −QQE′AF Ξ̂FBE′D −QQE′BF Ξ̂AFE′D + Q¯QE′E′F ′Ξ̂ABF ′D −QQE′DF Ξ̂ABE′F ,
W [∆]Q
′
DBB′ ≡ QQ′E“∆FDBB′ −QQ′EDF“∆EFBB′ −QQ′EBF“∆EDFB′ − Q¯Q′EB′F ′“∆EDBF ′ ,
W [Λ]QBAC ≡ −QE′GBFΛFE′AC + Q¯E′GE′F ′ΛBF ′AC −QE′GAFΛBE′FC −QE′GCFΛBEAF ,
W [Z]AA
′
AA′ ≡ −QAA′AEZEA′ − Q¯AA′A′EZEE′ ,
where the transition spinor is understood to be expressed in terms of the reduced torsion spinor
which is, in itself, a zero-quantity —see equation (28) .
D Appendix: the frame conformal Einstein field equations
The tensorial (frame) version of the standard vacuum conformal Einstein field equations are given
by the following system—see e.g. [6, 5, 7, 8]:
Σa
c
bec = 0, (67a)
∇edeabf = 0, (67b)
∇cLdb −∇dLbc −∇aΞdabcd = 0, (67c)
∇a∇bΞ + ΞLab − sgab = 0, (67d)
∇as+ Lac∇cΞ = 0, (67e)
Rcabd − ρcabd = 0, (67f)
where Σa
c
b is the torsion tensor, given in terms of the connection coefficients, as
Σa
c
bec = [ea, eb]− (Γacb − Γbca)ec,
Lab is the Schouten tensor, Ξ is the conformal factor, s is the concomitant of the conformal factor
defined by
s ≡ 14∇a∇aΞ + 124RΞ.
In addition, ρabcd is the algebraic curvature and R
c
dab is the geometric curvature.
ρabcd = Ξd
a
bcd + 2(g
a
[cLd]b − gb[cLd]a),
Rcdab = ea(Γb
c
d)− eb(Γacd) + Γf cd(Γbfa − Γafb) + ΓbfdΓacf − ΓafdΓbcf − ΣafbΓf cd.
E Appendix: basic existence and stability theory for quasi-
linear wave equations
In this appendix we will give an adapted version of a theorem for quasilinear wave equations
given in [15].
E.0.1 General set up
In what follows, we will consider open, connected subsets U ⊂ MT ≡ [0, T )× S for some T > 0
and S an oriented, compact 3-dimensional manifold. Mostly, we will have S ≈ S3. On U one
can introduce local coordinates x = (xµ) = (t, xα). Given a fixed N ∈ N, in what follows, let
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u : MT → CN denote a CN -valued function. The derivatives of u will be denoted, collectively,
by ∂u. We will consider quasilinear wave equations of the form
gµν(x;u)∂µ∂νu = F(x;u, ∂u), (68)
where gµν(x;u) denotes the contravariant version of a Lorentzian metric gµν(x;u) which depends
smoothly on the unknown u and the coordinates x and F is a smooth CN -valued function of its
arguments. In order to formulate a Cauchy problem for equation (68) it is necessary to supplement
it with initial data corresponding to the value of u and ∂tu on the initial hypersurface S. For
simplicity, choose coordinates such that S is described by the condition t = 0. Given two functions
u?, v? ∈ Hm(S,CN ), m ≥ 2, one defines the ball of radius ε centred around (u?,v?) as the set
Bε(u?,v?) ≡
{
(w1,w2) ∈ Hm(S,CN )×Hm(S,CN ) | ‖ w1 − u? ‖S,m + ‖ w2 − v? ‖S,m≤ ε
}
.
Also, given δ > 0 define
Dδ ≡
{
(w1,w2) ∈ Hm(S,CN )×Hm(S,CN ) | δ < |det gµν(w1)|
}
.
The basic existence and Cauchy stability theory for equations of the form (68) has been given
in [15], from where we adapt the following result:
Theorem 2. Given an orientable, compact, 3-dimensional manifold S, consider the the Cauchy
problem
gµν(x;u)∂µ∂νu = F(x;u, ∂u),
u(0, x) = u?(x) ∈ Hm(S,CN ),
∂tu(0, x) = v?(x) ∈ Hm(S,CN ), m ≥ 4,
and assume that gµν(x;u?) is a Lorentzian metric such that (u?,v?) ∈ Dδ for some δ > 0. Then:
(i) There exists T > 0 and a unique solution to the Cauchy problem defined on [0, T )×S such
that
u ∈ Cm−2([0, T )× S,CN ).
Moreover, (u(t, ·), ∂tu(t, ·)) ∈ Dδ for t ∈ [0, T ).
(ii) There is a ε > 0 such that a common existence time T can be chosen for all initial data
conditions on Bε(u?,v?) ∩Dδ.
(iii) If the solution u with initial data u? exists on [0, T ) for some T > 0, then the solutions to
all initial conditions in Bε(u?,v?) ∩Dδ exist on [0, T ] if ε > 0 is sufficiently small.
(iv) If ε and T are chosen as in (i) and one has a sequence (u
(n)
? ,v
(n)
? ) ∈ Bε(u?,v?) ∩Dδ such
that
‖ u(n)? − u? ‖S,m→ 0, ‖ v(n)? − v? ‖S,m→ 0, as n→∞,
then for the solutions u(n)(t, ·) with u(n)(0, ·) = u(n)? and ∂tu(n)(0, ·) = v(n)? , it holds that
‖ u(n)(t, ·)− u(t, ·) ‖S,m→ 0 as n→∞
uniformly in t ∈ [0, t) as n→∞.
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